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et al.: Index to Subjects

INDEX TO SUBJECTS
ACCRETION
Problems arising from
ACTIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
3:181

See CREDITORS RIGHTS
Application of Federal Rules to Con5:54
demnation
By tenant excluded from posses3:299
sion
Class suits under the Federal Rules 5:10
Consolidation of issues for trial under
5:48
the Federal Rules
Counterclaim under the F e d e r a I
5:34
Rules
Federal declaratory judgment law, its
constitutionality and a p p 1 i c a2:346
tion
Impure food, against consumer's immediate vendor or the manufacturer:
2:236
deceit, as remedy for
implied warrant, as remedy for 2:235,
370
2:236
negligence, as remedy for
Joinder under the Federal Rules 5:9, 29
Mandamus under the Federal Rules
5:20
Quasi-contractual obligation, action at
law as remedy for 1:229, 232-233
2:503
Survival and revival of:
Third party practice under the Federal
5:11, 35, 54
Rules
4:1-18
Tort claims against the state
Appropriations for the relief of in4:16
dividuals
Assumption of liability by special
4:12
legislation
Assumption of liability for specific
4:11
types of injuries
General provisions authorizing suit
4:3
General provisions for the administrative handling of tort claims 4:7
Tort liability of lessor for personal injuries where contract to repair
3:322
Tort liability of municipal corporations
3:275-298
in Missouri
3:280
governmental functions
liability irrespective of nature of the
3:295
act
non-liability irrespective of nature of
3:294
act
3:286
proprietary functions
statutory requirement of notice 3:296
Underground trespass:
assumpsit for use and occupation, as
2:115
remedy for
2:115
ejection, as remedy for
trespass for mesne profits, as remedy
2:115
for

See CONSTITUTIONAL LAW; LABOR.
English Administrative
Concerning
8:81
Law (review)
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
2:397-413
1936, relative to:
2:412
Missouri Dental Board
Missouri State Highway Commis2:410
sion, powers of
Public Service Commission of Missouri:
jurisdiction of supreme court 2:397
orders exceeding statutory author2:405
ity of Commission
orders relating to interstate com2:401
merce
orders relating to railroad build2:403
ing and improvement
rate fixing in relation to prior
2:399
existing contracts
St. Louis Board of Police Commis2:411
sioners
Workman's Compensation Commission:
2:407
finality of findings of
2:409
jurisdiction of
2:406
procedure and evidence
Missouri Supreme Court Decisions in
6:385-390
1940 relative to:
administrative impregnability by es6:385
toppel
lay practice before administrative
6:389
bodies
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
9:301-304
1943 relative to:
State Public Service Commission
9:303
Unemployment Compensation Com9:301
mission
ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNALS
Laymen, practice by, before Public
2:314, 336
Service Commission
court may punish for contempt 2:315,
329, 337
Power of, to compel testimony and
3:457
production of records
Public Service Commission, legislative
2:331
or judicial in nature
nature of rate-fixing function 2:333
2:318, 320
Separation of powers
States' Rights and the Wagner Act
3:27
Decisions

ADOPTION
Agreement to adopt
Consequences of adoption
Contract, oral, adoption by
Court decree of adoption
Custody of adopted child
Deed, adoption by
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2:310
2:300
2:303
2:308
2.309
2:302
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MISSOURI LAW REVIEW
Descent, adopted child receives property by laws of
2:300, 311, 312
Judicial proceedings for adoption
2:305-309
Methods of adoption
2:302-304
Notice in judicial proceeding to adopt
2:306-307
Persons who may adopt
2:304-305
Persons who may be adopted 2:305
Statutes on adoption in Missouri
2:301-302, 309
ADVANCEMENTS
Intention of donor
1:79
Presumption of:
gift of check as "birthday present" or
"birth present" as advancement
1:78
AGENCY
See PRINCIPLE AND AGENT.
Liability of master for assault committed by servant
4:190
AGRICULTURE
Frazier-Lemke Act, effect on

1:16-18

APPEAL AND ERROR
See, APPELLATE PRACTICE; CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE

Appeal by plaintiff after his own "involuntary" nonsuit
2:253
Appeal by state in criminal cases 3:305
Appealable orders and judgments 2:291
Appellate jurisdiction of the Circuit
Courts of Appeal
5:111
Assignments of error and points and
guthorities: necessity of, form of
2:206
Bills of exceptions, origin of 2:288
Exceptions, preservation for appellate
review
2:285
Harmless error under the Federal Rules
5:19
Instructions, failure to request 1:208
Method of, under the Federal Rules
5:20, 53
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1936, relative to: ,2:413-429, 449
criminal appellate procedure 2:449
disposition of cases on appeal 2:426
extraordinary legal remedies
2:419
form of briefs and abstracts 2:423
jurisdiction of supreme court 2:415
laying foundation for appeal-appealable orders
2:421
Motion for new trial, function in appellate procedure
2:285
Motion in arrest of judgment, function
in appellate procedure
2:286
Motion to strike, necessity for, to preserve error of admission of prejudicial evidence
1:365
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1944 relative to:
10:250-256
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abstracts and briefs
10:254
jurisdiction of Supreme Court 10:250,
right of appeal
10:253
Record proper, contents
2:287
Restrictions on appellate court's control of docket
2:293,
Statutory Code, origin of
2:281
APPELLATE PRACTICE
See PROPERTY; PROPOSED CODE OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE FOR MISSOURI,.
EXTRAORDINARY LEGAL REMEDIES

Course of An Appeal to The United
States Circuit Court of Appeals
10:79-112
AdministratiVe Agencies
10:105
Bankruptcy and Admiralty
10:100
Civil Cases
10:83!
Criminal Cases
10:94
Court organization of the Missouri Supreme Court as affecting the capacity of review
4:345-35
Federal procedure-final judgmentcause of action
5:110.
Methods of, under the Federal Rules
5:20, 53
Missouri appellate practice and procedure
6:1-40
abstracts of record
6:11
briefs in upper courts
6:23
jurisdiction of the upper courts 6:2'
recommended changes
6:37
steps necessary for review
6:6.
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:348-355
effect of decision
3:354
forms of briefs and abstracts 3:353.
foundation for appeal
3:351
jurisdiction of the supreme court
3:349
Missouri -Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:354-359,
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
4:354
records and briefs
4:356,
writ of certiorari
4:357
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:379-388
effect of decisions
5:387*
forms of briefs and abstracts 5:385
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
5:380'
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:390-398.
form of briefs and abstracts
6:395
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
6:390
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941 relative to:
7:330-339
forms of briefs and abstracts 7:336
jurisdiction of Supreme Court 7:330,
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942 relative to:
8:227-235
jurisdiction of supreme court 8:227'
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
right to appeal
8:234
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1943 relative to:
9:304-312
abstract and brief
9:310
jurisdiction of Supreme Court 9:304
right of appeal ,
9:311

ARMY AND NAVY
Procedure in case of default of appearance of service man
9:181
Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act
9:181
ASSAULT AND BATTERY
See ToRTs
ASSIGNMENTS
See CONTRAcrs
ATTORNEYS
See ATTORNEY AND CLIENT; COURTS
Benefit to public by return of law practice to lawyers
2:168
Bentham, Jeremy
2:48-49
Blackstone
2:47-49
City Lawyer (review)
8:79
Commercial influence affecting lawyers
2:164-166
Concurrent legislative and judicial power with respect to
2:325
Conscientious Objector and Admission
to The Bar
10:316
Disbarment proceedings
1:346
Exclusive control in the court 2:319320, 323
Fees of, in will contests
3:330
Giving legal advice by layman as contempt
3:56
Inherent disciplinary power of court
over
1:239, 244
Inherent power of court to regulate,
discipline, or disbar
2:313, 315
Invasion of legal profession by laymen,
extent and methods of 2:161-170
Jefferson, Thomas
2:48
Legal profession impressed with public
interest
1:237
Legislative power to regulate 2:319-320,
323
Mansfield and the English dissenters
2:46-62
Practice of law, government investigation as constituting
2:363
Presence of attorney in legislature as
reason for continuance of trial
2:530
Professional misconduct, advertising
and solicitation
1:346
Public interest defined
2:164
Sharing fees with laymen
2:327
Unauthorized practice of law
3:313
ATTORNEY AND CLIENT
Failure of attorney to plead in due time
as constituting negligence
1:81

Federal government as client of its
legal employees
2:363
Negligence of attorney as basis for suit
for damages by client
1:80
ATTRACTIVE NUISANCE
Liability to a child trespasser
4:466
AUTOMOBILES
See CARRIERS

Motor Carrier Act of 1935
1:249
Bureau of Motor Carriers, power of
1:250-251
power of state authority under
1:251
BAILMENT
Analogy of bailor-bailee relation to
landlord-tenant relation 1:121-122
Denial to bailor of remedy against
third person
1:124-126
Origin of, contractual
1:122
BANKRUPTCY
Agriculture, economic effects of Frazier-Lemke Act of 1935 on 1:16-18
Application of Erie Railroadv. Thompkins to,
5:208
Examination under Section 21a of the
Bankruptcy Act
3:316
Filing of petition: necessity for good
faith in
2:214
Frazier-Lemke Acts of 1934 and 1935,
constitutionality of 1:3, 4, 7, 8, 9-16
differences between Frazier-Lemke
Acts of 1934 and 1935
1:1-3
Mortgage foreclosure, impairment of
mortgagee's rights:
conditional sale and contracts for
sale as substitute for mortgages
1:11-13
moratorium, constitutionality of,
Minnesota Moratorium Law 1:5-7
power of sale
1:8
redemption, right of
1:9-11
stay of proceedings
1:10
trust deed
1:9
Preferences:
assignment of accounts receivable
9:167
recording of assignment to accounts
receivable
9:167
Protection afforded creditors under
Section 77b of the Bankruptcy Act
3:166
Security devices as Preferences under
the Bankruptcy Act:
8:85-106
conditional sales
8:96
chattel mortgages
8:87
equitable pledges

free-handed mortgages
intangibles
trust receipts
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MISSOURI LAW REVIEW
BANKS AND BANKING
See NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
Deposit of trust funds by trustee 4:332
Time of presentment of local check to
2:216
hold drawer
BAR INTEGRATION
See ATrORNEYS

BAR ORGANIZATIONS
See

ATTORNEYS

BILLS AND NOTES
Admissibility of parol evidence to
prove the representative character
of the signature of a negotiable
instrument-burden of proof 5:357
Fictitious payee, indorsement of name
1:186
of, no forgery
Instrument payable to fictitious payee
5:514
Negotiability-effect of title-retention
7:178
provisions
Time of presentment of local check to
2:216
hold drawer
CARRIERS
See COMMERCE; CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Liability of a supplier of chattels where
one connecting carrier delivers to
4:87
another
1:249
Motor Carrier Act of 1935
Bureau of Motor Carriers, power of
•1:250-251
power of state commission under
1:251
Public Service Commission orders relating to railroad building and im2:403
provement
Public utilities:
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
4:429-431
1938 relative to:
4:430
railroads
4:430
rates
State Regulation of trucks since the
enactment of the Federal Motor
5:104
Carrier Act
CERTIORARI
See- APPELLATE

PRACTICE;

ExTRAOR-

DINARY LEGAL REMEDIES

7:377
Use by circuit court
Use by the Supreme Court:
to review records of quasi-judicial
7:379; 8:248
bodies
to review records of courts of ap7:380-387; 8:249-252
peals:
7:380
nature of remedy
7:382
purpose of review
7:383, 423
limitations of inquiry
to prevent conflict with controlling
Supreme Court decisions and between courts of appeals 7:382-387
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CHATTELS
See CONFLICT OF LAWS

Interests in chattels, real and personal
1:119
1:119
Future interests in
Supplier of chattels, liability for de2:473
fects in chattel supplied
CODE, MISSOURI CIVIL
Accomplishments of Missouri code
9:67
Amendments to the Missouri code 9:23
Appellate procedure under the Missouri
9:35
code
Changes in code made by the court
9:58
Changes in code made by general as9:59
sembly
Criminal cases unaffected under the
9:43
code
Defenses, counterclaims, and cross9:22
claims
Documentary evidence, depositions
9:42
9:47

History of new code

Judicial rule-making under code
Motions
New Trial
Parties
Pleading
Process
Provisions eliminated by main
mittee
Provisions of code
Rule-making by the court
Scope and character of the code
Scope and effect of the code
Trial court procedure
Uncertainties of new code

9:89
9:19
9:33
9:6
9:12
9:10
com9:53
9:4
9:89
9:52
9:3
9:24
9:69

COMMERCE
See CONSTITUTIONAL

LAW

Application of a gross receipts tax to
4:207
a stevedoring company
Child labor: federal control of, as suggested by convict labor cases 2:341
Compensation use tax and interstate:
4:312
Constitutionality of state taxation on
4:64
gross income
Exclusion from interstate commerce of
articles manufactured in violation
of the Fair Labor Standards Act
6:361
Gross receipts tax affecting interstate
6:57
commerce
Interstate commerce, regulation of pub1:245-249
lic utilities in
1:249
Motor Carrier Act of 1935
Communications Act of 1934 1:252
1:255
Public Utility Act of 1935
1:255
Federal Power Act
Public Utility Holding Company
1:258
Act of 1935

4
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
Local activity affecting interstate 4:317
Operation of Panama canal as being
proper under the commerce clause
2:373
Public Service Commission orders relating to interstate commerce 2:401
Public utilities and interstate commerce
2:458
Regulation by states of weight and
size of trucks used on highways
3:474
See Regulation of trucks since the enactment of the Federal Motor Carrier Act
5:104
State Taxation of Airplanes in Interstate Commerce
10:195-218
States' Rights and the Wagner Act
Decisions
3:27-41
Twenty-first amendment and interstate
commerce
2:92
COMMERCIAL LAW
See ATrORNEYS
COMMUNICATIONS
Communications Act of 1934
1:252
Federal Communications Commission, power of
1:255
COMPENSATING USE TAX
And interstate commerce
4:312
CONDEMNATION
See EMINENT DOMAIN
Acts of Government as affecting landlord and tenant relationship 5:239
alterations and improvements ordered
5:243
condemnation because unsafe or unsanitary
5:241
condemnation under eminent domain
5:239
requisition of use by government
5:241
restriction of use by the police power
of state
5:242
Application of Federal Rules to
5:54
CONFLICT OF LAWS
Application of Erie Railroad v. Thompkins to
5:202

Application of a workmen's compensa-

tion act to an injury received outside the state
4:203

As to presumptions and burden of proof

4:299
Beale, Joseph Henry
2:131-133
Chattles, transfer of title in
2:171
Conflicting adjudication of domicile
1.192
Contracts
2:154-157
Divorce
2:149-154
"Doing Business," what constitutes
1:349

Domicil:
2:142-144, 149-154
2:142
as a unitary concept
2:149-154
divorce purposes
2:143-144
infants
married women
2:144
Due Process of Law: non-recognition
of valid titles as denying
2:186
Foreign judgments
2:158-159
Full faith and credit to foreign judgments
9:287
Law governing insurance contracts
9:320
1:348
Local public policy
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:355
More faith and credit for divorce decrees
4:268-277
Problems in the enforcement of federal
judgments
4:19-48
Recent Missouri decisions and the Restatement of:
1:143-165
administration of estates
1:163
contracts
1:154
domicile
1:144
judgments
1:162
jurisdiction of courts
1:145
property
1:152
workmen's compensation
1:159
wrongs
1:156
Removal of chattels across state lines
2:175
Situs of chattel, as governing law 2:172
Torts
2:157-158
Validity of foreign divorces in Missouri
2:193
Vested rights doctrine
2:138-141
Workmen's compensation
9:287

See

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
EMI-

CONFLICT OF LAWS; CouRTs;

NENT DOMAIN; PLEADING; PROPOSED
CODE FOR MISSOURI; TAXATION

Amending of the Federal Constitution
8:79
(review)
Application of a gross receipts tax to
a stevedoring company
4:207
Article IV, Section 2, as applied to extrastate claims in ancillary administration
2:103
Australia Legislature
7:60
7:58
Canadian Parliament
Child labor: federal control of, as suggested by convict labor cases 2:341
Compensating use tax and interstate
4:312
commerce
Constitutionality of Fair Trade Acts
3:194
Constitutionality of Sedition Act of
1789
5:167
Constitutionality of state taxation on
gross income
4:64
Constitutionality of statute, who may
challenge
2:442
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MISSOURI LAW REVIEW
Corporations as "persons" under the
Fourteenth Amendment
3:318
Declaratory judgment law (federal)
its constitutionality and application
2:346
Delegation of legislative power to executive
1:69
Due Process:
Frazier-Lemke Act
constitutionality of Act of 1934
1:3-4, 7-8
constitutionality of Act of 1935
1:9-14
separability clause, effect of 1:14-16
Equal protection:
exclusion of negroes from petit juries
1:82
Equal protection clause as affected by
the twenty-first amendment
4:68
Employer-employee relationship, minimum wage legislation affecting
2:365
Eminent domain damages
6:166-191
Employer-employee relationship minimum wage legislation affecting
2:365
Equal Protection:
exclusion of negroes from petit juries
1:82
Equal Protection clause as affected by
the twenty-first amendment 4:68
Exclusion from interstate commerce of
articles manufactured in violation
of the Fair Labor Standards Act
6:361
Foreign judgments, applicability of full
faith and credit clause to 2:158-159
Free speech (review)
7:101
Freedom of Religion
10:316
Freedom of religion-compulsory flag
salute
6:106
Freedom of speech and labor controversies
8:25
Freedom of speech and press-handbill
ordinances
6:103
Full faith and credit clause, applicability of, to validity of foreign divorces
2:149-154, 193
Full faith and credit in divorce actions
8:184
Full faith and credit in insurance cases
7:403-405
Gold legislation, application of, to
leases containing "gold clauses."
2:219
Gross receipts tax affecting interstate
commerce:
6:57
discrimination
6:61
early gross receipts taxes
6:59
"immunity doctrine"
6:62
multiple tax burden
6:64, 71
use taxes
6:68
Hours of employment regulated 9:314
Income taxation-Community property
10:312
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Inheritance taxes and intangibles of
non-resident decedents
7:418
Intergovernmental immunities from
taxation
4:278
Interpretive Problems in The New
Missouri Constitution
10:219
Interstate commerce
7:469
Interstate commerce:
regulation of price of milk in
1:64
Interstate commerce-state regulation
of trucks since enactment of Federal Motor Carrier Act
5:104
I. L. C.
7:56
Jury Trial In Misdemeanor Cases
10:128
Limitations on treaty-making power in
United States, Canada and Australia
7:54
Local activity affecting interstate commerce
4:317
Migratory birds
7:55
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1936, relative to:
2:433-444
delegation of legislative power 2:436
due process of law
2:437
equal protection
2:440
legislation
2:434
obligation of contracts
2:439
separation of powers
2:433
taxation
2:440
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:355-361
delegation of legislative powers 3:358
due process
3:358
equal protection
3:359
framework of state government 3:356
interstate commerce: division of power between state and federal government
3:355
just compensation
,3:360
obligation of contracts
3:360
reenactment of a statute by reference
3:361
separation of powers
3:356
separability of statutory provisions
3:361
statute confined to one subject 3:361
uniformity of taxation
3:361
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
construction of constitutional and
statutory provisions
4:366
delegation of legislative power 4:360
due process
4:361
equal protection
4:363
just compensation
4:368
miscellaneous
4:369
retrospective and ex post facto laws
4:368
separability of statutory provisions
4:369
separation of powers
4:359
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:388-395

6
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
construction, operation and enforcement
5:388
distribution of governmental powers
and functions
5:389
due process
5:393
equal protection
5:391
miscellaneous
5:394
obligation of contracts
5:391
police power
5:390
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative -to:
6:398-407
construction, operation and enforcement
6:398
distribution of governmental powers
and functions
6:401
due process
6:406
equal protection
6:405
obligation of contracts
6:404
police power
6:403
privileges and immunities
6:405
retrospective laws
6:405
vested rights
6:404
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941, relative to:
7:339-345
civil rights
7:344
construction, operation and enforcement
7:339-341
distribution of governmental powers
7:341
due process
7:343
equal protection
7:342
obligation of contracts
7:341-342
retrospective and ex post facto laws
7:342
Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act,
constitutionality of
2:1,27
Occupation of field by Congressional
Act
7:469
Power of administrative agencies to
compel testimony and production
of records
3:457
Public Service Commission orders relating to interstate commerce 2:401
Public utilities and interstate commerce
2:401
Regulation by states of weight and size
of trucks used on highways 3:474
Regulation of business by the state
through price control
7:73
Regulation through federal taxation
3:58
Reinstatement of sit down strikers by
the National Labor Relation Board
4:216
Right of negro to vote in primary elections
3:198
Right of the state to appeal in criminal
cases
3:305
Right to jury trial in petty offenses 3:63
Saint Louis County sewer litigation
3:187
Search and seizure: scope of officer's
authority without a warrant 2:238

States' Rights and the Wagner Act
3:27
Decisions
State taxation: exemption of income
derived by employees of a federal
2:373
instrumentality
State Taxation of Airplanes in Interstate Commerce
10:195-218
"Taking" of private property for private use '

2:443

Taxation: tax on income derived from
land in another state
2:242
Taxation:
arbitrary and grossly excessive valuation of property as violation of
1:205
due process
equal protection
1:188
state statute providing tax on income
from securities but exempting from
taxation money loaned within state
as violation of privileges and immunities clause of 14th amendment
1:188
Twenty-first Amendment and inter2:92
state commerce
Use-tax-extrastate collection
7:86
Validity of service on superintendent
of insurance in suits against foreign insurance companies
5:336
CONTEMPT
Giving legal advice by laymen as 3:56
Under Federal Rules
5:20
CONTRACTS
See ADOPTION; CONFLICT OF LAWS;
EQUITY; LABOR LAW
Adoption by contract
2:303
An element of negotiability by contract
8:200
Assignment of salary to be earned by
Dublic school teacher
1:353
Clauses in restraint of marriage in
teacher's contract
1:189
Consideration:
acceptance of less than amount due
as full satisfaction
1:84
moral consideration
1:350
Consideration in parol'reduction of rent
under written lease
2:519
Consideration in subscription agreements
6:194
Construction of:
1:277
mutual misunderstanding
1:277
instructions on mutual misunderstanding
1:277
Contracting against liability for negligent conduct
4:55
Duress: A double concept
6:73
Fraud, illegal clause in contract 1:355
Gold legislation, application of, to
leases containing "gold clauses."
2:219
Illegality-agreement of curatrix to
renounce her office
5:246
Implied warranty of fitness to a donee
consumer
4:328
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MISSOURI LAW REVIEW
Individual rights arising from collective
3:252-274
labor contracts:
3:253
basis of
3:266
defenses
3:259
Missouri cases, the
remedies of the individual employee
3:269
Interpretation of insurance policy
clause barring recovery by insured
from injuries suffered "while in2:230
toxicated."
Interpretation of insurance policy
clause barring recovery by insured
from injuries suffered "while vio2:399
lating the law."
Interpretation of insurance policy
clause providing for double indemnity where death resulted from
"external, violent and accidental
3:73
means."
Judicial tests of mental incompetency
6:146
in relation to contracts:
6:157
a differential standard
an inarticulate behavioristic standard
6:160
Not to revoke joint and mutual wills
4:93
Rate fixing in relation to prior existing
2:399
contracts
4:306
Requirement of mutuality in:
Rescission, right of corporation where
promoters make secret profits 1:165
Some Aspects of Implied Warranties
10:147-194
in Missouri
10:150
conflict of decision
retail marketing and consumer pro10:165
tection
10:175
horses and animals
10:180
chattels other than animals
Statute of frauds:
part performance of oral contract for
1:202
personal services
Sufficiency of complaint under Federal
5:28
Rules
Williston's fundamental conceptions:
3:219-251
3:240
consideration
3:221
contract
3:249
miscellany
3:226
mutual assent
CONVERSION
1:282

Damages
CONVEYANCES

See EQuITY; PROPERTY
Covenants for title: availability to re3:48
mote grantees
Fraudulent Conveyances-Action by
10:229
Grantor to Set Aside
Reservations in Conveyances in Favor
10:133
of Third Persons
Rights of creditors to land conveyed
with intent to defraud them 3:71
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COPYRIGHTS
See PATENT AND COPYRIGHT; UNFAIR
COMPETITION

CORONERS
See STATUTES

CORPORATIONS
As "persons" under the Fourteenth
3:318
Amendment
1:279
Corporate entity
Foreign corporations:

acts and decrees of unrecognized
de facto government, validity and
1:318
effect of
recognition of Soviet Government
by United States, effect on decrees
Government
1:319
status of Russian corporations nationalized by Soviet Government
1:317
rights of particular persons to rep1:317
resent in court
Incorporated society, nature of mem1:194
bership in
Informal declaration of dividends
2:223
Injunction against unfair use of cor4:321
poration name
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
5:396-409
1939 relative to:
5:402
corporate creditors
5:396
pledge of corporate assets
5:400
punitive damages
5:400
ultra vires
5:406
venue
1:279
Nature and theory
2:95
Practice of optometry by
Public Utility Holding Company Act
1:258-259
of 1935
disclosure of facts to independent
board of directors, a defense in action
against promoter for secret profits
1:163
duty of promoter to disclose facts in
sale of property to corporation
1:162
liability of promoter to corporation
1:161
for secret profits
relationship of promoter to corpora1:161
tion
rescission, right of where secret
1:165
profits
and

acts of Soviet

COSTS
In will contest

COURTS
See APPELLATE PRACTICE;

3:330
JUDICIAL

ADMINISTRATION

Contempt of court and the press in
7:229-261
Missouri:
7:243
criminal prosecution
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
7:238, 242
due process
7:246
editorials
7:254
historical fallacy
7:229
history
interference with pending cause

7:250
Nelson case
7:237
pending case concept
7:255
Post-Dispatch case
7:246
present legal principles
7:260
procedure concerning punishment
7:230
"scandalizing doctrine"
7:243, 248
Shepard case
7:234
trial by jury
7:255
Control of court over criminal sentences after term
2:98
Course of An Appeal To The United
States Court of Appeal
10:79
Court organization of the Missouri
Supreme Court as affecting the
capacity of review
4:345-350
Development of the doctrine of Erie
Railroad v. Thompkins
5:193
Disciplinary power of:
validity of legislative limitation upon
time of disbarmen proceedings
1:283
Early Missouri Courts
9:165
Federal declaratory judgment law, its
constitutionality and application
2:346
Fifty years of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
9-189
In and Out of Court (Review)
7:326
Injunctions, limitations of, in federal
courts in labor disputes
2:1-27
Jurisdiction
2:149-154
Jurisdiction of Missouri Supreme
Court
2:415
Jurisdiction of Missouri Supreme
Court on appeal from orders of
Public Service Commission 2:397
Magistrate Courts Under Missouri
Constitution of 1945
10:130
Missouri Supreme Court:
bar committees of
1:241
disciplinary power of
1:239, 244
judicial council created by rule of
court
1:239
rules of
1:239
Rule-making power of
inherent power of judiciary 1:238, 242
legislature may give courts right to
make procedural rules
1:263
legislature not qualified to make procedural rules
1:266
Supreme Court of Missouri, inherent
power of to make procedural rules
for itself and lower courts
1:264, 265
The United States And The World
Court (Review)
10:145

Unauthorized practice of law: power
3:313
of courts to suppress
Use and abuse of the dissenting opinion
3:120
War Criminals: Their Prosecution and
Punishment (Review)
10:237
Work of the Missouri Supreme Court
7:327-467
Work of the Missouri Supreme Court
for Last Thirty-Five Years Under
1875 Constitution
10:239

For

COVENANTS
title: availability to
grantees

remote
3:48

COVENANTS FOR TITLE
Measure of damages where breach of:
4:194
CREDITORS
Liability of promoters of corporation
for secret profits which impair interests of creditors
1:169
CREDITOR'S RIGHTS
Attachment and execution under the
Federal Rules
5:19, 20
Bankruptcy-Effect of discharge of one
tenant by the entireties
6:207
Conditions precedent to setting aside
fraudulent conveyances
4:324
Examination under Section 21a of the
Bankruptcy Act
3:316
Protection afforded creditors under
Section 77b of the Bankruptcy
Act
3:166
Satisfaction of judgment out of property on person of judgment debtor
1:272
Where land is conveyed with intent
to defraud: rights of defrauded
creditors to set aside conveyance
3:71
Wife's privilege to claim homestead in
4:73
estate by the entirety
CRIMINAL LAW

See

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; COURTS;
EVIDENCE; FEDERAL CRIMINAL PRO-

CEDURE
Aiding and abetting-sufficiency of
evidence
5:108
Allocution:
definition and history
9:115
in jurisdictions where governed by
statute
9;232
in Missouri
9:241
in the United States
9:124
where there is no statute
9:126
Application of "Habitual Criminal"
statute
7:76
Assault with intent to maim
4.319
Burglary-Breaking by person with
qualified right of entry
6:209
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Control of court over sentence after
2:98
term
Crime with mens rea
2:225
Homicide in attempt to commit a
4:76
felony
Insanity-Irrestible impulse
6:212
Intent:
possession of burglar's tools
1:281
transfer of
1-356
Jury Trial in Misdemeanor Cases
10:128
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1936, relative to:
2:444-451
appellate procedure
2:449
pleadings
2:444
substantive law
2:450
2:444
trial court procedure
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:362-368
appellate procedure
3:367
preliminary matters
3:362
trial procedure
3:363
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:371-373
preliminary matters
4:371
trial procedure
4:372
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:410-418
double jeopardy
5:411
evidence
5:414
instructions
5:417
jurisdictions:
5:410
of supreme court on appeal 5:410
of circuit courts
5:410
trial:
5:412
continuances
5:413
the jury
5:412
verdict
5:414
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
7:44-53
argument of counsel
7:49
appellate jurisdiction
7:45
application for appeal
7:45
enticing away a child
7:52
evidence
7:47
habitual criminal act
7:52
informations
7:46
insanity
7:48
instructions
7:49
jury
7:46-50
parole matters
7:51
questions presented for review 7:45
witnesses
7:50
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941 relative to:
7:461-467
defendant's failure to testify 7:463
effect of pardon on right to appeal
7:464
inconsistent statutes
7.486
self incrimination
7:464
sufficiency of information
7:462
uttering check with intent to defraud
7:466
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Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942 relative to:
arguments of counsel
8.242
8.238
evidence
indictment or information
8:236
insanity after judgment
8:243
instructions
8:240
8:236
jury
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1943 relative to:
9:313-320
appeal
9:319
constitutional questions
9:314
evidence
9:316
instructions
9:317
jurors
9:314
preliminary proceedings
9:313
prosecutions under habitual criminal
act
9:315
verdict, judgment, and sentence 9:319
Murder:
homicide in attempted perpetration
of robbery
1:87
instructions to jury
1:87
Political crimes
5:164-192, 293-323
federal offenses
5:167
miscellaneous federal political offenses
5:186
offenses against neutrality
5:189
treason
5:164
Possession of recently stolen property
as evidence of guilt
4:71
Probable cause, liability for homicide
in death resulting from improbable
cause
2:228
Proposed limitations on privilege
against self-incrimination
2:78
Robbery:
consent of owner, intent
1:87
Search and seizure, scope of officer's
authority without a warrant 2:238
Statutory construction
2:367
Traffic Courts (review)
8:151
Use of deadly force in the arrest of
misdemeanants
5:93
Use of self-defense in making arrests
5:94
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
Appeal in England, history of:
1:326
appellate review system, origin of
1:331
Court of Crown Cases Reversed
1:335
Criminal Appeal Act of 1907 1:336
Judicature Act of 1873
1:336
methods of, history of
1:331
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
2:444-451
1936, relative to:
2:449
appellate- court procedure
2:444
pleadings
2:444
trial court procedure
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937, relative to:
3:362-368
3:367
appellate procedure
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preliminary matters

trial procedure

3:362

3:363

Missouri Supreme Court decisions in

1938 relative to:
4:371-373
4:371
preliminary matters
trial procedure
4:372
Motion for new trial, statement of
ground for
1:175
Possession of recently stolen property
as evidence of guilt
4:71
Right of the state to appeal in criminal
cases
3:305
Right to jury trial in petty offenses
3:63
DAMAGES
See TRESPASS
Liability for physical consequences resulting from emotional disturbances
2:36, 67, 251
Measure of, where breach of covenant
for title
4:194
Trespasser: measure of damages in
action against underground trespassers
2:115
DEDICATION
Liability after dedication
3:200
Loss of common law copyright of an
architectural design by:
4:221
DEED OF TRUST
Foreclosure by power of sale inserted
in a mortgage or:
4:186
DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION
See WILLS; WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION

Murder of ancestor
4:210
Wills and Administration
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:454-462
administration of estates
4:461
construction of wills
4:456
contest of wills
4:455
rights of families and heirs 4:461
DIVORCE
See CONFLICT OF LAWS;

DOMESTIC

RELATIONS; JURISDICTION

Full faith and credit clause, applicability of, to validity of foreign
divorces
2:93
Jurisdiction
2:149-154
Recognition of divorce decrees
2:149-154
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
See JURISDICTION
Action by spouse against husband's
employer for injuries caused by
husband in scope of employment
2:232
Alimony, suit for after divorce obtained
by constructive service
1:344

Divorce:
passivity of one spouse toward mis-.
conduct of other as constituting
1:88
connivance
Divorce jurisdiction
2:149-154
Domicil of married women
2:144
Imputing husband's negligence to wife
3:78
Right of one spouse to sue other for
personal tort
7:90
Unemancipated minor suing another
unemancipated minor of the same
family
4:330
DOMICIL
See CONFLCT OF LAWS;
RELATIONS; TAXATION

DOMESTIC

EASEMENTS
See PROPERTY
Tax Sale of land subject to equitable
restrictions
3:326

EMINENT DOMAIN
See CONDEMNATION; PROPERTY
Effect of, upon leased premises

3:203

determination of value of respective
interests
3:204
Eminent domain damages: 6:166-191
appraisement of property

6:179

building
change of grade

6:178
6:172

due process of law

6:168

federal decisions
fixtures
just compensation
land

6:181
6:178
6:166
6:178

leasehold interests
measure of damages

6:175
6:170

Excess condemnation

3:1

EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE
See

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW; MASTERSERVANT; PRINCIPAL AND AGENT
Action by spouse against husband's
employer for injuries caused by
husband in scope of employment
2:232
Child labor: federal control of, as
suggested by convict labor cases
2:341

Individual rights arising from collective labor contracts
3:252-274
basis of
3:253
defenses
3:266
Missouri cases, the
3:259
remedies of the individual employee

3:269
Norris La Guardia Anti-Injunction
2:1-27
Act:
application of
2:4-14
constitutionality
2:1, 27
construction
2:1
practice and procedure
2:15-27
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States' Rights and the Wagner Act
3:27
Decisions
ENGLAND
On Englishing the law of

4:178-183

EQUITY
See TRUSTS; UNFAIR COMPETITION
Application of Erie Railroad v. Tomp5:197
kins to cases in equity
Application of cy pres to will con5:125
struction
Conditions precedent to setting aside
fraudulent conveyances
4:324
Fusion of law and equity under the
Federal Rules
5:8, 23
Injunction against unfair use of corporate name
4:321
Injunction-power of federal court to
restrain state proceedings
7:310
Membership in incorporated society,
protection of
1:194
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:368-373
actions to set aside conveyances
3:368
express trusts
3:372
injunction
3:371
reformation of instruments
3:370
resulting trusts
3:372
sale by trustee under deed of trust
3:368
specific performance
3:371
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:374-376
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:418, 424
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:407-417
conclusions
6:416
equitable jurisdiction
6:407
equity regards the substance of
transactions
6:415
injunction
6:414
laches
6:415
receivers
6:414
reformation
6:414
relief from judicial and tax sales
6:411
resulting trusts
6:413
specific performance
6:409
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941 relative to:
7:345-351
equitable actions concerning title to
reality
7:348
fraudulent conveyances
7:347
injunctions
7:349, 424
relief from judicial and tax sales
7:348, 424
specific performance
7:345
More faith and credit for divorce decrees
4:268-277
Rescission, right of corporation where
promoters gain-secret profits 1:165
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Right of corporation against promoters
1:161
for secret profits
Risk of loss as between vendor and
purchaser
4:290
Statute of frauds:
part performance of oral contract
1:202
for personal services
ESTATES
See PROPERTY
Future interests-Missouri
law of
limitations to the grantor's or de5:232
visor's heirs
Limitations sufficient to create joint
5:114
tenancy
Missouri Supreme Courts decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:459-472
non-possessory property interests
5:468
possessory and future property interests:
5:459
alienability and subjection to claims
of creditors
5:465
charge or condition
5:462
concurrent estates
5:461
reversions: doctrine of worthier title
5:463
succession taxes
5:467
security interests in land
5:470
Wife's privilege to claim homestead in
estate by the entirety
4:73
ETHICS
See ATTORNEYS

EVIDENCE
See CRIMINAL LAW; FEDERAL CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; FEDERAL PROCEDURE; INSURANCE; PROPOSED CODE
OF CIVIL PROCEDURE FOR MISSOURI;
WILLS AND ADMINISTRATON; REAL
PROPERTY
Admissibility of parol evidence to
prove the representative character
of the signature of a negotiable
instrument-burden of proof 5:357
Admissibility of, under Federal Rules
5:16, 49
Application of Erie Railroad v. Tompkins to,
5:216
Character of claimed privilege against
physical examination under the
federal rules
6:220
Discovery of, under Federal Rules
5:7, 12, 26, 32, 42, 45, 50
Dying declarations, proposed extension of this exception to hearsay
rule
2:201
Examinations of opponent under Federal Rules
5:17
Failure to call witness, interference
from
1:19-95
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
Impeachment of former testimony by
evidence obtained after first trial
1:191
Impeachment of witnesses: See WITNESSES
Laymen's opinions as to sanity or insanity
7:60
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1936 relative to:
2:451-457
declarations, extra judicial, admissibility of
2:453
judicial notice
2:451
presumptions, inferences, and burden
2:452
of proof
witnesses
2:455
Missouri 'Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:373-383
admissions and declarations
3:375
criminal law
3:382
documentary evidence
3:380
judicial notice
3:373
opinion evidence
3:377
parol and extrinsic evidence affecting writings
3:376
presumption and inference
3:374
relevancy and res gestae
3:382
weight and sufficiency of evidence
3:379
witnesses
3:380
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:376-389
admissions and declarations
4:379
criminal law
4:386
documentary evidence
4:382
judicial notice
4:376
opinion evidence
4:380
parol and extrinsic evidence affecting
writings
4:380
presumption, influence and burden
of evidence
4:378
weight and sufficiency of evidence
4:381
witnesses
4:382
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:425-432
admissions and declarations
5:427
criminal law:
5:432
acts and declarations of co-conspirators,
5:432
admissions and confessions 5:432
evidence at preliminary or former
trial
5:433
proof of other offenses
5.432
judicial notice
5:425
opinion evidence
5:428
parol and extrinsic evidence affecting
writings
5:428
presumption, inference and burden
of proof
5:425
relevancy and res gestae
5:431
weight and sufficiency of evidence
5:429
witnesses:
5:429
examination
5:429

competency
5:429
credibility, impeachment, and corroboration
5:430
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:417-432
circumstantial evidence
6:431
evidence in criminal law
6:429
exhibits
6:430
judicial notice
6:417
method of objection
6:432
relevancy and res gestae
6:428
presumption, inference and burden
of proof
6:419
witnesses
6:421
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941 relative to:
7:351-377
admissions and declarations
7:361, 375
best evidence
7:361
burden of proof
7:357, 373
criminal law
7:373-377
documentary evidence
7:364
hearsay evidence
7:363
judicial notice
7:353
opinion evidence
7:364, 376
parol evidence rule
7:361
presumptions
7:355, 373
relevancy, materiality and competence
7:358, 374
weight and sufficiency
7:367, 377
witnesses
7:369-373
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942 relative to:
8:244-246
deceased person's declarations 8:246
declarations of agents
8:245
judicial notice
8:244
presumptions and inferences
8-244
testimony in prior proceedings 8:246
unfavorable testimony
8:246
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1944 relative to:
10:256-261
admissions
10:259
hearsay
10:260
judicial notice
10:256
relevancy, materiality and competency
10:256
witnesses
10:257-259
competency
10:257
impeachment
10:258
privilege
10:258
Offer of, under Federal Rules
5:17
Parol Evidence:
use of in construction of contracts
1:277
Photographic (review)
8:221
Possession of recently stolen property
as evidence of guilt
4:71
Possibility of issue, presumption of
2:100
Presumptions, probative force of 1:359
Prima facie case: when rebutting evidence is introduced, right to go to
2:213
jury on
Principal and agent: presumption of
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agency from name of principal on
motor vehicle
2:213
Prior self-contradiction as substantive
evidence
1:89
Privileged communications under Federal Rules
5:44
Proposed
limitations on
privilege
against self-incrimination
2:79
Search and seizure: scope of officer's
authority without a warrant
2:238
Uncontradicted evidence, weight of
1:361
Wigmore on Evidence: A Review
6:41-49
Workman's Compensation proceedings,
evidence in
2:406, 512

EXECUTORS AND
ADMINISTRATORS
See CONFLICT OF LAWS; WILLS; WILLS
AND ADMINISTRATION

Administrators and the rights of heirs
2:497
Article IV, Section 2 of the United
States Constitution as applied to
extra-state claims in ancillary administration
2:103
Assets:
right to sue on unadministered assets after administration
1:284
Dependent relative revocation-partial
invalidity of codicil
5:123
Domicile:
conflicting adjudications of domicile
as affecting jurisdiction to grant
letters
1:192
Exhibition of claims for classification
3:66
Non-claim statute, extraterritorial effect of in action against heirs 1:357
Proof of extra-state claims in ancillary
administration
2:103

EXTRAORDINARY LEGAL
REMEDIES
See CERTIORARI
Mandamus under Federal Rules
5:21
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:383-392
certiorari
3:383
habeas corpus
3:386
mandamus
3:387
prohibition
3:388
quo warranto
3:391
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:389-406
certiorari
4.389
habeas corpus
4:399
mandamus
4:400
prohibition
4:403
quo warranto
4:406
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:433-445
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certiorari:
5:433
purpose of writ as applied to courts
of appeal
5:434
question of conflict
5:434
statistics
5:433
what constitutes conflict
5:435
what is binding on supreme court
on certiorari
5:437
what may be considered in determining question in conflict 5:437
what supreme court cannot do on
certiorari
5:438
what supreme court can do on
certiorari
5:439
habeas corpus
5:439
mandamus
5:439
prohibition
5:442
quo warranto
5:442
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:432-447
certiorari
6:432
habeas corpus
6:441
mandamus
6:442
prohibition
6:444
quo warranto
6:446
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941 relative to:
7:377-395
certiorari
7:377
habeas corpus
7:387
mandamus
7:389
prohibition
7:392
quo warranto
7:394
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942 relative to:
8:247-261
certiorari
8:247
habeas corpus
8:252
mandamus
8:254
prohibition
8:256
quo warranto
8:259
FAIR TRADE ACTS
Constitutionality of

3:194

FALSE IMPRISONMENT
See

TORTS

FEDERAL COURTS
See COURTS
FEDERAL CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE
Resume of United States Supreme
Court Decisions:
7:262-301
conduct of jury after cause finally
submitted and verdict: 7:294-301
7:301
consistency of verdicts
7:295
discharge of jury
indictments
7:299
judgments
7:300
jurors impeaching verdicts 7:300
motion for new trial
7:294
recall of jury
7:296
7:298
sealed verdicts
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7:297
special verdicts
verdicts
7:296
conduct of trial; the judge and the
prosecuting attorney: 7:284-294
confessions
7:289
court's examination of witnesses
7:294
cross-examination
7:289
detectives shadowing jurors 7:290
excluding general public
7:284
grand jury-judge absent
7:287
improper argument by prosecuting
attorney
7:287
improper charge to jury
7:293
instructions
7:292
jurisdiction of judge
7:285
necessity of oath to officer
7:291
opinion by judge
7:294
power to President to remove federal district attorney
7:290
questions to jurors
7:289
separate trials
7:291
evidence:
7:262-284
accomplice
7:284
accused's spouse
7:265
admissions
7:278
attorney's reference to defendant's
failure to testify
7:268
co-defendant
7:264
competency of witnesses 7:263, 274
confessions
7:278
conspiracy
7:280
credibility of witnesses
7:275
cross-examination
7:275
dying declarations
7:279
evidence
7:277
evidence of former crimes
7:283
evidence of legislative acts 7:271
grand jury
7:270
informer
7:263
instructions
7:271
interpreters
7:282
jurors
7:264, 278
leading questions
7:281
motions to enjoin use of
7:267
motions to suppress
7:267
objections
7:284
opinion, expert
7:282
opinion, non-expert
7:283
presumption and burden of proof
7:271
removal of accused (extradition)
7:269
Rule of Decisions Act
7:263
search and seizure
7:266
secondary evidence
7:284
self defence
7:283
self incrimination
7:278
subpoena duces tecum
7:281
threats
7:283
variance
7:281
warrant of arrest
7:271
wire tapping
7:266

FEDERAL JURISDICTION
Diversity of citizenship-alignment of
parties
7:316
Injunction-power of federal court to
restrain state proceedings
7:310
FEDERAL PROCEDURE
Character of claimed privilege against
physical examination under the
federal rules
6:220
Federal judgments-liens
6:214
Final judgment-cause of action 5:110
Interpleader-diversity of citizenship
5:249
Lien of a federal judgment, the
6:297-330
early state statutes on judgment
liens
6:30&
federal statutes
6:313
judgment liens at common law 6:302
One year of our Federal Rules 5:1-55
abolition of demurrer under, 5:8, 26
admissibility of evidence under
5:16, 49
admissions
5:46
allegation of intent in fraud
5:30"
allegation on information and belief
5:28
allegation of jurisdictional amount
5:28
alternate juror under,
5:16
amending pleadings under,
5:36,
appeal under,
5:20, 53
bill of particulars under,
5:23, 26, 27, 32, 45burden of proof
5:23
capacity to sue
5:30'
class suits under,
5:11, 40
consolidation of causes for trial 5:48
counterclaims
5:34declaratory judgments
5:18
depositions
5:14, 41
discovery of information 5:7, 12, 50'
diversity of citizenship
5:35, 37
examination of opponent
5:17
inconsistent pleadings
5:29
interpleader
5:10, 40
joinder of causes
5:38
joinder of parties
5:9, 38:
jurisdiction and venue
5:21
jury trial
5:15, 18, 25, 47, 52
motion for security of costs
5:34
motion to dismiss
5:8, 26, 30, 31
new trial
5:16, 19, 5Z
offer of evidence
5:17
offer of judgment
5:19
pleading statute of frauds
5:29
prayer for relief
5:51
pretrial procedure
5:14, 37
reply
5:26
stay of proceedings
5:19
substitution of parties
5:11
sufficiency of complaint
5:27
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5:18, 51
summary judgment
theory of case
5:27
third party practice
5:11, 35, 54
voluntary nonsuit
5:16
Removal jurisdiction-when federal
question is involved
6:519
FOOD
Manufacturer's liability to consumer,
not a purchaser, for impure food
and beverages on basis of implied
warranty
2:528
Manufacturer's liability to consumerpurchaser for impure foods on
basis of implied warranty
2:73
Retailer's liability to consumer for
food sold to consumer in sealed
containers
2:370
Wholesaler's liability for food sold to
consumer in sealed containers
2:235
FORECLOSURE
By power of sale inserted in a mortgage or deed of trust
4:186
FORGERY
See

BILLS AND NOTES

See

TORTS

See

STATUTE

FRAUD AND DECEIT
FRAUDS, STATUTE OF
OF FRAUDS

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES
See Equrrv
Conditions precedent to setting aside:
4:324
Right of defrauded creditors to set
aside
3:71
Wife's privilege to claim homestead
in estate by the entirety
3:73
FUTURE INTERESTS
Expectancy: possibility of transfer of
2:215
In chattels real and personal
1:119
HABEAS CORPUS
See

discovered mental obliviousness 5:65
discovered physical helplessness 5:63
undiscovered mental obliviousness
5:67
undiscovered physical helplessness
5:64
An Appraisal of the constructive notice
aspect of the humanitarian doctrine as applied to a mentally oblivious plaintiff
5:82
Bases of humanitarian doctrine re5:56-92
examined
Basis of
7:395
Confusion with contributory negligence
7:399
Confusion with primary negligence
7:400-402
Doctrine of Davies v. Mann 5:57, 58, 72
Failure to warn of imminent peril
7:396,401
Missouri humanitarian doctrine
5:67
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:410-419
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:446-451
eivision one
5:447
rlivision two
5:451
the court en banc
5:446
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:447-453
division one
6:451
division two
6:453
the court en banc
6:448
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941
7:395-403
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942
8:261-267
Object on railroad tracks
7:320
Origin of humanitarian doctrine 5:72
Position of imminent peril
6:118, 230
Restrition to public places
4:472
Sole cause instructions
7:399, 400, 402, 403
Stopping car on highway without
lights at night
4:227
The need for a new appraisal of social
values
5:85
Theory of last clear chance
5:57
Zone of peril
7:185, 397-400

EXTRAORDINARY LEGAL REMEDIES

HISTORY
Fifty years of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
9:189
Value of law to historians
9:144
HOMESTEADS
Wife's privilege to claim, in estate by
the entirety
4:73
HUMANITARIAN DOCTRINE
See NEGLIGENCE; TORTS
Analysis of various situations:
5:63
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INFANTS
See

CONFLICT

OF

LAWS;

DOMICIL;

NEGLIGENCE; TORTS
Infant treaspassers:
duty owed to by possessor of land
1:49
liability of electric power company
to
1:366
Infant trespassers, duty owed by possessor of land to
2:39
Liability for injuries from kite string
coming in contact with electric
wires
3:76
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
INJUNCTION
See COURTS; Equynt
Against unfair use of corporate name

4:321

Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act:
2:1-27
2:4-14
application of
2:1, 27
constitutionality
2:1
construction of
2:15-27
practice and procedure
INQUESTS
See STATUTES

INSURANCE
Accidental means:
1:97
fall from table as
Amounts-regard to federal jurisdic8:131
tion
Automatic premium loan policies and
5:331
the nonforfeiture statutes
Delay in acting upon application as
2:106
constituting an acceptance
Existence of, as affecting right of one
spouse to sue other for personal
7:90
tort
Failure to comply with Motor Vehicle
Registration Act as affecting pur4:212
chaser's insurable interest
9:378
Insurable interest
Insurable interest in life-assignment of
6:221
policy
Interpretation of clause barring recovery by insured from injuries
suffered "while intoxicated" 2:230
Interpretation of clause barring recovery by insured "while violating
2:230
the law"
Interpretation of clause providing for
double indemnity where death resulted from "external, violent and
3:73
accidental means"
Liability for loss accruing after ter5:252
mination of policy
Liability of insurer to insured for re1:198
fusal to settle
Misrepresentation in application 8:137
Missouri misrepresentation statute
6:338
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
4:410-419
1938 relative to:
4:412
construction of policies
4:416
estoppel
4:416
foreign law
4:410'
jurisdiction
4:414
nonforfeiture provisions
4:418
trial practice
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
5:451-459
1939 relative to:
5:454
construction of policy
5:456
foreign law
5:451
jurisdiction:
5:451
in general
5:452
in supreme court

5:455
misrepresentation
5:453
offer and acceptance
5:458
remedies
5:458
trial practice
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
6:453-461
1940 relative to:
6:460
burial societies
6:455
construction of policies
6:461
foreign law
6:460
insurable interest
6:453
jurisdiction
liquidation of insurance company
6:460
6:456
misrepresentation
6:458
nonforfeiture provision
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
7:403-408
1941 relative to:
applicability of foreign lay 7:403-405
7:405-407
nonforfeiture provisions
7:408
trial tactics
7:407
vexations delay
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
8:267-275
1942 relative to:
8:268
construction of policies
8:267
jurisdiction
8:269
nonforfeiture provisions
8:275
settlements
8:275
trial practice
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
9:320-325
1943 relative to:
9:325
accidental death '
9:322
construction of policy
9:320
foreign law
9:324
premiums
9:324
settlements
Mutual benefit company-issuance of
policy in favor of beneficiary out5:511
side statutory category
Provisions against encumbrances in
7:67
fire and theft policies
Risk of loss as between vendor and
4:290
purchaser
Subrogation:
loss exceeding amount of insurance
1:285
paid
Taxation of insurance companies 7:420
Unemancipated minor suing another
unemancipated minor of the same
4:330
family
Validity of service upon superintendent of insurance in suits against
foreign insurance companies 5:336
6:115
Waiver and estoppel

INTERNATIONAL LAW
Recognition of foreign governments:
United States policy toward, history
1:312
of
effect of on standing of foreign government in United States courts
1:314, 316, 319
comity as basis of right to sue 1:315
effect of, on validity of acts and decrees of foreign governments
1:318, 319
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effect of,,on private rights 1:312, 316
by political branch of United States
government, binding on United
1:316
States courts
Soviet Russia,
recognition by United States
1:319, 321
standing of Soviet Government in
United States courts, effect on
1:319
recognition by European governments
1:320, 321
The United States and The World
Court (Review)
10:145
Unrecognized foreign governments:
validity of acts and decrees of
1:317, 318
conflict of laws principles, applicability to question of
1:322
public policy as affecting
1:324
nationality of parties as factor in
determining
1:317
marriage contract
1:322
standing of in United States courts
1:314, 315
effect of recognition on
1:325
status of Russian companies nationalized by Soviet Government 1:317
War Criminals: Their Prosecution and
Punishment (Review)
10:237

INTERPLEADER
See PROPOSED CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE FOR MISSOURI
Interpleader in Missouri:
7:203-228
bills in nature of interpleader 7:224
changes under proposed codes 7:222
collusion
7:206
disinterestedness
7:214
finders
7:213
freedom from independent liability
7:215
"full faith and credit"
7:226
history
7:203
identity
7:209
privity
7:210
Proposed Code
7:203
safeguards
7:205
stages
7:204
statutory modifications
7:218
substituted service
7:225
to whom remedy is available
7:207
traditional requirements
7:208, 223

INTOXICATING LIQUOR
Interpretation
of insurance policy
clause barring recovery by insured
from injuries suffered "while intoxicated"
2:230
Twenty-first amendment and interstate commerce
2:92
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JOINDER
See PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Federal procedure-final judgmentcause of action
5:110
Of causes under Federal Rules
5:38
5:9, 29, 38
Under Federal Rules
JUDGMENTS
See CONFLICT OF LAWS

Declaratory judgment under Federal
Rules
5:18
Effect of judgment when no cause of
action is stated although proof of
omitted matter has been introduced
2:357
Federal declaratory judgment law, its
constitutionality and application
2:346
Federal judgments as liens on real
estate under Sec. 1103 and 1142
of the 1935 Session Laws of Missouri
1:96
Federal procedure-final judgmentcause of action
5:110
In case formerly equitable under Federal Rules
5:50
Methods of objecting to pleadings and
obtaining summary judgment:
4:144-177
Connecticut
4:139
Delaware
4:155
Massachusetts
4:151
New Jersey
4:128
Pennsylvania
4:145
Offer of judgment, under Federal
Rules
5:19
Prayer for relief under Federal Rules
5:51
Problems in the enforcement of federal judgments
4:19-48
Rights of judgment creditor to satisfaction of, out of property no person of judgment debtor
1:272
Summary judgment under Federal
Rules
5:18, 31, 51
Validity of foreign divorces in Missouri
2:193
JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION
Improving judicial administration i
state courts
8:5
JURIES.
Methods of control of

1:327, 330

JURISDICTION
See

CONFLICT OF
INSURANCE

LAWS;

DIVORCE;

Acts done within state
2:148-149,
Allegation of jurisdictional amount
under Federal Rules
5:28
2:149,
Appearance
5:31
Attacking, under Federal Rules
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
Conflict of laws as to presumptions and
burden of proof
4:299
Defined
2:145
Diversity of citizenship under Federal
Rules
5:35
Divorce
2:149-154
Doctrine of Erie Railroad v. Tompkins in relation to
5:193
Fifty years of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
9:189
Interpleader-diversity of citizenship
5:249
Jurisdiction to divorce-a study in stare
decisis
8:177
Jurisdiction of Justice of Peace Courts
in Cases of Misdemeanors 10:128
Over persons
2:146-148
Problems in the enforcement of federal judgments
4:19-48
Under Federal Rules
5:21

JURISPRUDENCE
My philosophy of law (review) 7:192
Stare decisis (as applied to jurisdiction to divorce) ,
8:177-199

JURISTS
Mansfield and English Dissenters
2:46-62
JURY
See CRIMINAL LAW

See

Acts of government as affecting landlord and tenant
5:239
alterations and improvement ordered
5:243
condemnation because unsafe or-ounsanitary
5:241
condemnation under eminent domain
5:239
relationship
5:239
requisition of use by government
5:241
restriction of use by policy power of
state
5:242
Contract by lessor to repair, as basis
for tort liability
3:322
Effect of condemnation of leased premises
3:203
Gold legislation, application of, to
leases containing "gold clauses"
2:219
Legal rights of tenant excluded from
possession
3:299
Lessor's duty to repair
2:42
Parol reduction of rent under written
lease
2:519
LAW
Law and the new liberties
4:105-113
On Englishing the law of England
4:178-183

LABOR
See CONSTIUTIONAL LAW

Closed Shop Agreements
10:64
Public Control of Labor Relations (review)
8:219

LABOR LAW
Child labor: federal control of, as suggested by convict labor cases 2:341
Collective bargaining and individual
contracts
9:256
Employer-employee relationship, minimum wage legislation affecting
2:365
Individual rights arising from collective labor contracts:
3:252-274
basis of
3:253
defenses
3:266
Missouri cases, the
3:259
remedies of the individual employee
3:269
Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act:
2:1-27
application of
2:4-14
constitutionality
2:1, 27
construction of
2:1
practice and procedure
2:15-27
Reinstatement of sit down strikers by
the National Labor Relations
Board
4:216
States' Rights and the Wagner Act
Decisions
3:27

LANDLORD AND TENANT
PROPERTY; STATUTE OF FRAUDs

LAW SCHOOL
History of University of Missouri Law
School
" 5:269-292

LAWYERS
See ATTORNEYS
LEGAL HISTORY
History of University of Missouri Law
School
5:269-292

LIBEL AND SLANDER
By broadcast of a trial

4:219

LICENSEES
See

NEGLIGENCE; TORTS

Duty owed by possessor of land to 2:41
Duty owed to by possessor of land 1:51

LIENS
Federal judgments as liens on real
estate
1:96

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
Disbarment
1:283
Foreclosure, effect on
9:331
Malpractice
9:102
LIMITATIONS
Effect upon nonsuits
5:156
Federal Rules with regard to
5:5, 23, 29, 37,
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LITERARY PROPERTY
4:239-267
Legal protectio of ideas:
as property at common law 4:240
infringement of literary property
4:264
4:252
proposed legislation
4:253
protection by contract
4:249
protection by copyright
4:246
protection by patent
protection for material embodiment
4:255
Loss of common law copyright of an
architectural design by dedication
4:221
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION
See TORTS
Effect on, of acquittal, discharge and
abandonment on probable cause
4:78
Functions of judge and jury in determining probable cause in a suit
for:
4:80
Probable cause in, inferred from conviction reversed on appeal 4:225
MANDAMUS
See EXTRAORDINARY LEGAL REMEDIES
MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE
More faith and credit for divorce decrees
4:268-277
MASTER AND SERVANT
See LAOR LAW; PRINCIPAL AND AGENT;
TORTS; AND VORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
Liability of a master for assault committed by servant
4:190
MISSOURI BAR
ASSOCIATION
See COURTS
Committees recommend procedural
rules to be made by Supreme
Court
1:267
MISSOURI LAW SCHOOL
News
7:42, 468; 8:129
MISSOURI SUPREME COURT
Jurisdiction
7:330, 403-405
Statistical survey of decisions in 1936
2:393
Statistical survey of decisions in 1937
3:345
Statistical survey of dicisions in 1938
4:351-354
Statistical survey of decisions in 1939
5:377-379
Statistical survey of decisions in 1940
6:381-385
Statistical survey of decisions in 1941
7:327-467
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Statistical survey of decisions in 1942
8:223-329
Statistical survey of decisions in 1943
9:297-377
Statistical survey of decisions in 1944
10:247-250
The Last Thirty-five Years Under 1875
Constitution
10:239
Work of, for the year 1938 4:345-465
Work of, for the year 1939 5:379-510
Work of, for the year 1940 6:381-511
MISSOURI UNIVERSITY
History of University of Missouri Law
School
5:269-292
MORTGAGES
See BANKRUPTCY; PROPERTY, AND REAL
PROPERTY
Foreclosure:
impairment of mortgagee's rights by
Frazier-Lemke Acts: See BANKRUPTCY
Foreclosure by power of sale included
in a deed of trust or:
4:186
MOTIONS
Methods of objecting to pleadings and
of obtaining summary judgments:
4:114-177
Connecticut
4:139
Delaware
4:155
Massachusetts
4:151
New Jersey
4:128
New York
4:115
Pennsylvania
4:145
MOTORS VEHICLE
REGISTRATION ACT
Failure to comply with, as affecting
purchaser's insurable interest
4:212
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
See TAXATION; TORTS
Liability resulting from dangerous
conditions of street because of
2:108
snow and ice
Tort liability of, in Missouri 3:275-298
governmental functions
3:280
liability irrespective of nature of the
act
3:295
non-liability irrespective of nature of
3:294
the act
proprietary functions
3:286
statutory requirement of notice
3:296
MURDER
See CRIMINAL LAW
Probable cause, liability for homicide
in death resulting from improbable
2:228
cause
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
NATIONAL LABOR
RELATIONS ACT
Local activity affecting interstate commerce
4:317
Reinstatement of sit down strikers by
the National Labor Relations
Board
4:216
NAVIGABLE WATERS
Problems arising from accretion 3:181
NEGLIGENCE
See ACTIONS; HUMANITARIAN DOCTRINE; MUNICIPAL
STATE; TORTS

CORPORATIONS;

Allegations of, under Federal Rules
5:27
Antecedent negligence of defendant as
affecting application of humanitarian doctrine
2:525
Attractive nuisance
5:57
Attractive nuisance:
liability of electric power company
to infant trespassers
1:366
Bases of humanitarian doctrine reexamined
5:56-92
Business guest: liability to, for injuries resulting from fall on waxed
floor
2:374
Concurrent causation
2:521
Contracting against liability for negligent conduct
4:55
Duty owed by possessor of land to:
business visitors
1:58
firemen and policemen
1:56
infant trespassers
1:49
licensees
1:51
social guests
1:58
trespassers
1:46
Duty owed by possessor of premises to:
city water inspectors
2:111
federal sanitary inspectors
2:111
firemen
2:112
policemen
2:112
postmen
2:110
United States revenue agents 2:111
Failure of attorney to plead in due
time
1:81
Humanitarian doctrine 2:44, 523; 3:208
antecedent negligence of defendant
1:103
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:392
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:406-410
pleading case on double theory of
ordinary negligence and humanitarian doctrine
1:73
restriction to public places
4:472
Imputing husband's negligence to wife
3:78
Infant trespassers, liability to
2:39
Instruction on contributory negligence
under humanitarian doctrine 3:324
Lessor's duty to repair
2:42

Liability for injuries from kite string
coming in contact with electric
wires
3:76
Liability of municipal corporation resulting from dangerous condition
of a street because of snow and
ice
2:108
Liability of a possessor of land to a
social guest
4:470
Liability of suppliers of chattels for
injuries to users
3:477
Liability of supplier of chattels manufactured by third persons
4:85
Liability of supplier of chattels to
others than the person supplied
4:91
Liability of supplier of chattels where
one connecting carrier delivers to
another
4:87
Liability to a child trespasser
4:466
Licensees, gratuitous, liability to 2:41
Manufacturer's liability to consumerpurchaser for injuries from unwholesome food and beverages
2:73
Manufacturer's liability to third persons for articles negligently made
2:37, 247
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to
5:476-488
breach of duty established through
violation of statute
5:483
burden of proof
5:487
causation
5:485
defenses in negligence cases
5:485
duties of persons in certain situations:
5:467
lessors
5:480
municipal corporations
5:481
possessor of land
5:467
supplier of chattel
5:482
humanitarian doctrine
5:487
Physical consequences resulting from
emotional disturbances, liability
2:36, 67, 251
for
Rescue of property
2:43
Stopping automobile on highway without lights at night
4:227
Subsequent injuries, liability for 2:44
Tort claims against the State: 4:1-18
appropriations for the relief of individuals
4:16
assumption of liability by special
legislation
4:12
assumption of liability for specific
types of injuries
4:11
general provisions authorizing suit
4:3
general provisions for the administrative handling of tort claims 4:7
Torts:
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:437-449
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Negligence:
breach of duty through violation
of statute or ordinance
4:442
burden of proof
4:448
causation
4:445
defenses in negligence cases 4:448
duties of persons in certain relations
4:438
humanitarian doctrine
4:448
imputed negligence
4:445
res ipsa loquitor
4:443
Fraud:
4:448
Turntable doctrine
5:56
Where defendant's act concurs with
Act of God
4:83
Wholesaler's liability to consumer for
goods sold in sealed containers
2:235
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
See BILLS AND NOTES

Banking and negotiable instruments:
Missouri Supreme Court dicisions
in 1936, relative to:
banks and banking
2:429
negotiable instruments
2:432
Time for presentment of local check
to hold drawer
2:216
NEW TRIAL
Under Federal Rules

5:19

NORRIS-LaGUARDIA
ANTI-INJUNCTION ACT
See CONSTITUTIONAL LAW; COURTS;
EMPLOYER-EMPLOYEE; INJUNCTIONS;

LABOR LAW
OFFICERS
County Agent and Missouri Budget
Law
1:275
Search and seizure: scope of officer's
authority without a warrant 2:238
PARTIES
Constitutionality of statute, who may
challenge
2:442
Unincorporated association as suable
entity
1:99
PATENTS
See

UNFAIR COMPETITION

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Avoiding Personal Property Taxes
10:138
7:324
Casebook (review)
Community Property-Income Taxation
10:312
Estates by the entirety in joint bank
accounts
8:213
Future interests in chattels, real and
personal:
1:119
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analogy, and differences, between
bailment and landlord and tenant
relationships
1:121
development of, in United States:
1:143
chattels personal
1:142
terms for years
traditional technique discarded
1:141
executory devise:
development of
1:137
present status of, in England 1:139
importance of trust and will in development of
1:119
interesse termini:
abrogation of, in England
1:137
- possible
use of, in inter vivos
creation of
1:133
use and occupation:
abandoned as to chattels real 1:131
applied to chattels, real or personal
1:127
retained as to chattels personal
1:131
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942 relative to:
8:276-282
delivery in gifts
8:280
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1943 relative to:
9:325-335
automobiles, necessity of registration of title
9:334
gift of registered bonds
9:333
mechanic's lien
9:326
taxation
9:337
Provisions against encumbrance in fire
and theft policies
7:67
Sustaining an imperfect gift as a trust
7:81
PLEADING
See FEDERAL PROCEDURE; PRACTICE AND
PROCEDURE

Advantages of general allegations of
negligence, with particular reference to the highway cases
6:512
Counterclaim:
mutual libels as arising out of the
same transaction
1:201
Evidence admissible under the general
denial
6:522
Non-joinder of co-obligees-waived by
6:364
failure to demurrer
Pleading and submitting case on double
theory of ordinary negligence and
the humanitarian doctrine
1:73
Proof of essential matter as affecting
failure to state cause of action
2:357
Real party in interest
1:285
Splitting of causes of action
1:199
Unconstitutionality of statute as defense when raised
1:101
Voluntary and involuntary nonsuits in
Missouri
5:131-163
conclusions
5:159
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
effdct of counterclaim on plaintiff's
right to take nonsuit
5:141
involuntary nonsuits in Missouri
5:142
statute of limitations
5:156
5:138
time for taking nonsuits

PLEADING AND PROCEDURE
Amendment of pleadings after the statute of limitations has run
4:49
Methods of objecting to pleadings and
of obtaining summary judgment:
4:144-177
Connecticut
4:139
Delaware
4:155
Massachusetts
4:151
New Jersey
4:128
New York
4:115
Pennsylvania
4:145

PRACTICE
See EVIDENCE; INSURANCE
Abolition of writs of error
8:330-335
Alternate jurors
5:16
Application of Erie Railroad v. Tompkins to,
5:212
Attachment and execution
5:19, 20
Depositions under Federal Rules
5:14, 41
Domicile as a basis of jurisdictionservice required in actions in per-

sonam
6:346
Federal procedure-final judgmentcause of action
5:110
Interpleader under Federal Rules
5:10, 40
Issuance of process
5:5, 24, 31
Jurisdiction and venue under Federal
Rules
5:21
Pretrial procedure
5:14, 37
Validity of service upon superintendent
of insurance in suits against foreign insurance companies
5:336
Voluntary and involuntary nonsuits in

Missouri

5:131-163

PRESUMPTIONS
See EVIDENCE

PRESUMPTIONS AND BURDEN
OF PROOF
Conflict of laws as to:

4:299

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT

See EVIDENCE
Abandonment and re-entry
6:331
Apparent authority of agent of undisclosed principal
1:343
Extent of authority of an automobile
salesman to exchange
5:324
Liability of principal to agent's wife
injured by agent in scope of employment
2:232

Master and servant-frolic and detour:
possible tests to determine the scope
of employment
2:351
Presumption of agency from name of
principal on motor vehicle 2:213
Ratification of agent's act by undisclosed principal
1:343
Ratification of servant's tortuous act
6:99
Undisclosed principal:
apparent authority of agent of 1:343
ratification by
1:343
PROCEDURE
See APPELLATE PRACTICE; CODE; CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Costs and attorney's fees in a will
contest
3:330
Extraordinary legal remedies
2:419
Liability for defamation in a pleading
9:177
Procedural effect of res ipsa liquitor
3:173
Quo Warranto proceedings as applied
to public utilities
2:457
Under Soldier's and Sailor's Civil Relief Act
9:181
Validity of an undated summons 2:112
Workman's Compensation Commission
procedure: Missouri S up r em e
Court decisions in 1936 relative
to:
2:406
PROHIBITION
See EXTRAORDINARY LEGAL REMEDIES
PROPERTY
See ACCRETION; CONVEYANCES; COVENANTS;
DEDICATION;
EASEMENTS;

EMINENT DOMAIN; EQUITY; LANDLORD AND TENANT
Attachment of, under Federal Rules
5:19, 20
Damages where breach of covenant
4:194
for title
Destructibility of contingent remain6:268-296
ders in Missouri
common law doctrine
6:268
Missouri authorities
6.278
reform in England
6:273
reform in Illinois
6:274
Effect of discharge of one tenant by
the entireties on bankruptcy 6:207
Future interests accumulations duration
6:111
Future interests-Missouri law of
limitations to the grantor's or devisor's heirs
5:232
Homestead-effect of remarriage by
widow
6:80
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:398-402
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deficiency judgment after mortgage
foreclosure
3:399
dismissal for failure to prosecute
suit to divest title against several
defendants
3:401
effect of disaffirmance of void partition sale upon attaining majority
3:402
effect of easement granted by one
co-tenant only
3:399
effect of forged deed
3:398
effect of general denial in ejectment
3:402
effect on insurance of contract to
sell
3:399
estate by the entirety: ownership of
purchase money
3:400
lack of endorsement of mortgage
note payable to "straw man" 3:398
legacy construed as a debt
3:401
notice of mechanics lien to assignee
of mortgage debt
3:401
"or" construed as "and"
3:401
proceeds of condemnation of leased
property
3:400
survivor as tenant by entirety or
tenant in common
3:399
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:419-429
appellate jurisdiction
4:428
mortgages
4:423
possessory and future interests in
land
4:419
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:459-472
non-possessory property interestseasements
5:468
possessory and future property interests:
5:459
alienability and subjection claims
of creditors
5:465
charge or condition
5:462
concurrent estates
5:461
life estates
5:459
reversions: doctrine of worthier
title
5:463
succession taxes
5:467
security interests in land
5:470
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:461-471
adverse possession
6:463
concurrent estates
6:465
contingent remainders
6:470
nuisance
6:461
restriction on use of land
6:466
Motions generally, under
Federal
Rules
5:19, 20
Partition in Missouri
6:87
Real estate mortgage theory in Missouri
6:200
Testamentary character of deeds in
Missouri
5:350
Wife's privilege to claim homestead in
estate by the entirety
4:73
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Words which create an easement:
6:245-267
words of conveyance
6:246
words implying actual intention to
have an easement
6:264
words of promise
6:253
PROPOSED CODE OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE FOR MISSOURI
See INTERPLEADER

7:158-170
Appellate Practice:
7:168
committees
constitutional jurisdiction
7:158
criticism
7:163
defects
7:162
7:163
evidence in abstract
historical development
7:160
Illinois compared
7:169
judiciM opinions
7:169
methods of review
7:169
7:167
order of docketing
perfecting of appeal
7:165
record proper and bill of exceptions
7:163
reforms
7:162
rule-making power
7:168
statutory jurisdiction
7:159
suggestions
7:169
supersedas bond
7:166
sureties
7:167
writ of error
7:164
Commencement of Actions: 7:109-112
circuit court terms abolished 7:109
class actions
7:112
form of action, forms
7:111
interpleader
7:112
intervention
7:112
joinder
7-111
misjoinder
7:112
return of service
7:110
separate trials on different claims
7-111
service of "answer"
7:109
service of process
7:109
settlement and disposition of judgments
7:111
7:112
substitution of parties
term of court
7:109
third party impleader
7:112
Discovery:
7:133-122
admission of facts and if genuineness of documents
7:119
formalities
7:114
interrogatories
7:115
limitation of examination
7:114
physical and mental examination of
persons
7:118
production of things and entry on
property
7:116
sanctions
7:121
subpoena duces tecum
7:113
General considerations:
Arizona Rules compared
7:29
Colorado Rules compared
7:29
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committees
7:2, 31, 107
Conformity Act
7:25
Erie R. v. Tompftins
7:25
Federal Rules compared
7:29, 107
Field Code of New York 7:1, 27, 41
general provisions
7:3
philsophy of Federal Rules
7:28
procedural reform
7:1
right to trial by jury
7:4
Texas Rules compared
7:41
union of law and equity
7:3
Parties:
absent parties
7:32
compromise of actions
7:31
interpleader
7:10
intervention
7:11
joinder of parties
7:8
labor unions
7:13
misjoinder of nonjoinder
7:32
real party in interest
7:8
representative suits (class actions)
7:12
third party impleader
7:12
substitution of parties
7:13
Parties and Pleadings:
7:1-26
Parties and Pleadings:
7:27-41
Pleadings:
adoption of federal pleadings 7:13
attorney's signature
7:17, 34
"cause of action"
7:14, 15
contents of answer
7:19
defenses affirmatively plead 7:18, 34
demurrer
7:22, 37, 39
discovery
7:15, 36
forms
7:4, 33
joinder of claims
7:18
motions
7:20, 37
objections to pleadings
7:19, 36
preliminary matters
7:40
pre-trial procedure
7:16, 35
service of pleadings
7:7, 34
special verdicts
7:31
summary judgment
7:31
time for pleading
7:7, 19
Special Verdicts and Interrogatories:
7:142-157
general verdict
7:143
general verdict with special interrogatories
7:153
Kansas compared
7:155
New England compared
7:153
North Carolina compared
7:152
special verdicts
7:146
Texas compared
7:148
Wisconsin compared
7:148
Symposium
7:105-170
Symposium, Introduction
7:105-108
Trial:
7:123-141
alternative provisions as to general
and special verdicts and interrogatories
7:134
appellate courts
7:137
caveat
7:141
consolidation and separate trials 7:124

continuances
7:124
counterclaims
7:132
disability of judge
7:140
dismissals, involuntary
7:130
dismissals, voluntary
7:127
exceptions unnecessary
7:140
findings by the court
7:136
harmless error
7:141
instructions to juries
7:132
jury trial of right
7:125
motion for new trial
7:135
motions after verdict or judgment
7:138
motions for directed verdicts
7:134
place of trial
7:123
staying proceedings
7:132
trial by jury or by the court
7:125
trial settings
7:124
waiver of jury
7:137
PUBLIC UTILITIES
See

TAXATION

Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1936 relative to:
7:457-460
apportionment of expense
2:459
depreciation reserves
2:459
interstate commerce
2:458
penalites imposed upon
2:462
quo warranto proceedings
2:457
rates
2.459
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:403-410
motor carriers
3:403
rates
3:406
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:429-431.
railroads
4:430
rates
4:430
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:473-475
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:472-475
Public Utility Act of 1935:
1:255
Federal Power Act
1:255
Federal Power Commission, powers of
1:256
Public Utility Holding Company
Act
1:258
Securities and Exchange Commission, powers of
1:258, 259
Regulation of:
federal regulation, effect on state
power
1:245
state and federal jurisdiction to regulate
1:246, 247
statutory provisions for cooperation
between federal and state commissions
1:248-249
Valuation, depreciation as an element
in:
1:145
amount or percentage allowed 1:158
depreciation base
1:155
1:146
depreciation defined
depreciation reserve
1:158
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kinds of depreciation
1:147-148
methods of computing depreciation
1:149
purpose of allowing depreciation
1:154
QUASI-CONTRACT
See AcTIONs; EQUITY; FRAUD; UNJUST
ENRICHMENT

Coercion as basis of
1:233-234
Constructive trusts: see TRUSTS
Duress as basis of
1:233
Distinguished from constructive trust
1:232-233
Distinguished from tort
1:227-228
Fraud as basis of
1:234
History of
1:226
Litigation over small amounts
1:233
Misrepresentations as basis of
1:234
Mistake as basis of
1:228, 234-235
QUO WARRANTO
See EXTRAORDINARY LEGAL REMEDIES

REAL PROPERTY
Contingent remainders:
alienability
9:107
survivorship
9:107
Easements-reserving out of conveyance an easement in favor of third
person
10:134
Emblements - replevin of growing
crops upon conveyed land
8:142
Fraudulent Conveyances -Action
by
Grantor To Set Aside
10:229
Lessor's liability for disrepair 9:110
Life Estate-reserving life estates in
favor of third persons
10:134
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941 relative to:
7:408-418
adverse possession
7:408
description of land
7:411, 412
determination of intent by extensive
evidence 7:412, 413, 415, 416, 417
meaning of word "children"
7:417
railroad right of way
7:414
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942 relative to:
8:276-282
adl erse possession
8:277
building restrictions
8:276
construction of deeds
8:278
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1943 relative to:
9:325-335
accretion
9:332
cancellation of deed of gift
9:330
construction of deeds
9:325
delivery of deed
9:329
foreclosure of deed of trust
9:331
trustee's sale in foreclosure
9:328
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1944 relative to:
10:268-275
dedication
10:268
ejectment
10:270
partition
10:270
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fraudulent conveyance
10:274
Provisions against encumbrances in
fire and theft policies
7:67
Revocability of licenses theatre
tickets
7:181
Right of Co-Tenant To Open Mine
10-234
RECEIVERSHIP
Distribution of fees and costs between
applicant and receiver
5:118
Suit for, under Federal Rules
5:52
RESCISSION
See CoNTRAcTs; EQUITY
Right of corporation where promoters
gain secret profits
1:165
REFORMATION OF
INSTRUMENTS
See EQUITY
RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW
Conflicts
2:193, 194, 200
Missouri Annotations to Restatement
of Torts
2:28
Recent Missouri Decisions and the Restatement of Conflicts
3:143
Restitution and unjust enrichment
1:223-236; 2:117
Torts 2:28, 229, 238, 250, 251, 375, 376
Trusts
1:228
RESTITUTION
Scope of

1:230
ROBBERY

See

CRIMINAL LAW

SALES
Breach of implied warranty of fitness
when goods purchased for "parti10:47
cular purpose"
Estoppel of seller in cash sale to assert title
5:256
Implied warranety of fitness to a donee
consumer
4:328
Manufacturer's liability to consumer,
not a purchaser, for injuries from
unwholesome food and beverages
2:528
Manufacturer's liability to consumerpurchaser for injuries from unwholesome food and beverages
2:73
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:410-413
sales distinguished from other trans. actions
3:412
Retailer's liability to consumer for
food sold in sealed containers 2:370
Transfer of property
6:368
What is a sale-price-distinction be6:225
tween sale and exchange
Wholesaler's liability to consumer for
food sold in sealed containers 2:235
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Laws of Missouri Relating to Inquests
10:34-63
and Coroners

SECURITIES

See

BANKRUPTCY

CORONERS

SEWERS AND DRAINS
Saint Louis

County sewer litigation

3:187

STATE
Tort claims against the:

4:1-8

appropriations for the relief of indi4:16
viduals
assumption of liability by special
4:12
legislation
assumption of liability for specific
4:11
types of injuries
general provisions authorizing suit
4:3
general provisions for the administrative handling of tort claims 4:7

STATES
Appeal by, in criminal cases

3:305

STATUTE OF FRAUDS
Landlord and tenant, parol reduction
of rent under a written lease 2:519
Part performance of oral contract 1:202
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS
See ACTIONS

STATUTES
See CRIMINAL LAw; FAIR TRADE ACTS;
FEDERAL JURISDIcTION; INSURANCE;
INTERPLEADER; PROPOSED CODE OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE FOR MISSOURI

Adoption, Missouri Statutes on
2:301-302, 309
Advantages of a System of Continuous
10:113
Statutory Revision
Amendment of pleadings after running
of the statute of limitations 4:49
Application of Erie Railroad v. Tompkins to use of state statutes in
5:227
Federal Courts
10:312
Community property statute
Construction of f e d e r a 1 political
5:167, 293
crimes:
civil war period political crime leg5:169
islation
congressional act punishing threats
5:171
made against president
5:173
espionage act
obstructing recruiting and enlist5:176
ment
5:186
selective draft law
trading with the enemy acts 5:184
2:367
Construction of penal statutes
Examination under section 21a of the
3:316
Bankruptcy Act
5:250
Interpleader act of 1936
Interpretation of penal statutes as re2:225
quiring mens rea

10:36-51

10:36
history
10:39
election
10:40
compensation
10:41
offices
10:42
deputies
10:43
duties and powers
10:49
death certificates
10:50
unclaimed bodies
coroner subject to penalties 10:50
10:51-59
INQUESTS
10:53
coroner's jury
participation of prosecution attor10:55
ney
10:55
witnesses and evidence
10:57
verdict
10:58
penalties
10:58
fees
Missouri County Budget Law of 1933
1-275
Missouri statutes relating to nonsuits
5:135, 141
Protection afforded the creditor under
Section 77B of the Bankruptcy Act
3:166
Usury-distinction between sale and
8:144-150
loan
Violation of, as breach of duty 2:474
Workmen's Compensation Act, con2:508
struction of

SUBROGATION
Loss exceeding amount of insurance
1:285
paid

SUMMARY JUDGMENTS
See JUDGMENTS
TAXATION
See CONSTITUTIONAL LAW; TAX SALES

Application of Erie Railroad v. Tomp5:208
kins to
Avoidance of Personal Property Taxes
Through The Holding of Tax10:138
Exempt Securities
Community Property Federal Income
10:312
Taxation
Constitutionality of, by state on gross
4:64
income
Domicil, conflicting adjudications of,
as affecting inheritance taxation
2:142
Exemptions of income derived by employees of a federal instrumentality
2:372
Gross receipts tax affecting interstate
6:57
commerce
Intergovernmental immunities from:
4:278
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
2:440, 460-466
1936, relative to:
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2:465
assessment of special taxes
2:463
exemptions
2:461
franchise tax, corporate
2:461
inheritance tax
penalties imposed on public utilities
2:462
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
3:413-420
1937, relative to:
3:414
enforcement of tax lien
3:419
franchise tax
3.413
municipal chain store tax
3:418
penalties
3:417
questions of assessment
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
4:432-437
1938 relative to:
4:436
miscellaneous
4:435
priorities
state income tax on salary of employee of a federal corporation 4:435
taxation of personal property transferred by conditional sales con4:432
tract
taxation of sale of electricity to pub4:433
lic utilities
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
6:50
1939 relative to:
collection of delinquent taxes 6:56
exemptions from real property tax
6:54
income derived from transactions
partly within and partly without
6:50
the state
inheritance tax on personal property
received 'by widow under deceased
6:52
husband's will
6:56
tax lien on corporate assets
6:56
tax sales
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
6:476-485
1940 relative to:
income of domestic corporations
6:476
license taxes imposed by city ordin6:479
ances
6:484
miscellaneous
property tax on the distributable
property of public utilities 6:482
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
7:418-425
1941 relative to:
7:421
cemeteries
7:420
corporation taxes
7:418
inheritance taxes
7:420
insurance company taxation
7:422
license taxes
7:422
municipal purpose of taxes
procedure to set aside assessments
7:424
7:422
rules of construction
7:421
school taxes
7:421
special assessments
7:423
tax sales and titles
unemployment compensation taxes
7:419
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
8:282-291
1942 relative to:
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8:286
drainage and sewer taxes
8:285
income taxes
8:283
inheritance taxes
8:286
motor vehicle fuel tax
procedure to set aside assessments
8:290
8:287
rules of construction
8:285
sales taxes
unemployment compensation taxes
8:284
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
9:335-341
1943 relative to:
exemption from taxation by special
9:340
charter
general rules of construction 9:340
9:337
income tax
occupation tax on public movers
9:336
9:337
personal, property tax
proceedings to set aside or enjoin
9:338
assessments
9:335
remainders
rights of municipal corporation to
9:336
levy taxes
special benefit taxes and special tax
9:338
9:339
tax sales and titles
trustee's commissions as a deduction
9:335
9:336
use and storage taxes
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
10:275-282
1944 relative to:
10:279
drainage taxes
10:280
exemption from taxation
general rules of construction 10:281
10:277
income taxes
10:276
sales tax
10:279
special tax bills
tax statute in conflict with consti10:276
tutional provision
taxation of insurance companies
10:279
taxes levied by municipal corpora10:278
tions
unemployment compensation taxes
10:277
Regulation through federal taxation
3:58
Saint Louis County sewer litigation
3:187
State jurisdiction to tax intangibles: a
8:155
twelve year cycle
State Taxation of Airplanes in Inter10:195
state Commerce
Studies in federal taxation (review)
7:93-101
7:98
life insurance, annuities
7:98
mortgagors and mortgagees
7:93
reorganizations
revocable trusts and the income tax
7:96
use and abuse of tax regulations in
7:99
statutory construction
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Taxation of income from land in an2:242
other state
7:86
Use tax-extrastate collection
TAX SALES
Tax sale of land subject to equitable
3:326
restrictions
TEACHERS
See CONTRAcrs

TORTS
See CONFLICT OF LAWS; HUMANITARIAN DOCTRINE; NEGLIGENCE
Antecedent negligence of defendant as
affecting application of humanitari2:525
an doctrine
7:474
Attractive nuisance doctrine
Business guest: liability to, for injuries
resulting from fall on waxed floor
2:374
9:264
Comparative negligence
2:521
Concurrent causation
Conditions precedent to setting aside
4:324
fraudulent conveyances
3:44
Consent in tort actions
Contract by lessor, as basis of tort li3:322
bility
Contracting against liability for negli4:55
" gent conduct
Defense of Sole cause in Missouri Neg10:1-33
ligence Cases
as problem for judge and jury 10:3
10:9
theory
10:21
in humanitarian cases
in cases of primary negligence 10:24
10:25
instructions
Missouri decisions developing de10:32
fense of sole cause
Duty of lookout in Missouri to persons
on the premises without the con7:171
sent of the possessor
Duty owed by possessor of premises
to:
2:111
city water inspectors
2:111
federal sanitary inspectors
2:112
firemen
2:39
infant trespassers
2:41
licensees
2:39
persons injured on land
2:112
policemen
2:110
postmen
United States revenue agents 2:111
Duty to rescue or aid third persons in
8:205
position of peril
Effect on malicious prosecution of acquittal, discharge and abandonment
4:78
on probable cause
Employer-employee relationship 9:283
Federal Employer's Liability Act
9:264, 283
Fraud, misrepresentation by turning
back automobile speedometer 1:363

Fraud and Deceit:
promissory statements with present
3:69
intent not to perform
Functions of judge and jury in determining probable cause in a suit for
4:80
malicious prosecution
7:198
Handbook (review)
Humanitarian Doctrine, The 2:44, 523
3:208
7:185, 320
9:264
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
3:392
1937 relative to:
Missouri ,Supreme Court decisions in
4:406-410
1938 relative to:
4:472
Restriction to public places
Implied warranty of fitness to a donee
4:328
consumer
Imputing husband's negligence to wife
3:78
2:39
Infant trespassers, liability to
Instruction on contributory negligence
under humanitarian doctrine 3:324
Landlord and tenant, liability for dis9:110
repair
2:42
Lessor's duty to repair
Liability for injuries from kite string
coming in contact with electric
3:76
wires
Liability for sidewalk structure placed
'there by abutting owner or occu6:122
pier
Liability of electric power companies
1:366
to infant trespassers
Liability of employer for injury caused
8:71
by horseplay of employee
Liability of master for assault com4:190
mitted by servant
Liability of municipal corporation resuiting from dangerous conditions
of street because of snow and ice
2:108
Liability of a possessor of land to a so4:470
cial guest
Liability of possessors of land to those
injured on the land:
1:58
to business visitors
1:56
to firemen and policemen
1:49
to infant trespassers
1:51
to licensees
1:58
to social guests
1:46
to trespassers
Liability of private citizen for instigat8:135
ing arrest
Liability of retailer for breach of implied warranty of fitness for a par10:147
ticular purpose
Liability of supplier of chattels on
grounds of negligence for injuries
3:477
to users
Liability of supplier of chattels manu4:85
factured by third persons
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Liability of supplier of chattels to
others than the person supplied
4:91
Liability of supplier of chattels where
one connecting carrier delivers to
another
4:87
Liability of supplier for injuries sustained from unusual use of thing
supplied
10:75
Liability to a child trespasser
4:466
Libel-headlines
7:80
3:205
Libel: qualified privilege
Libel and slander by broadcast of a
trial
4:219
Libel and slander, pleadings as privileged
9:177
Licensees, gratuitous, liability to 2:41
Malpractice
9:102
Manufacturer's liability to consumer,
not a purchaser, for injuries from
impure food and beverages
2:528
Manufacturer's liability to consumerpurchaser for injuries from impure
food and beverages
2:73
Manufacturer's liability to third parties
for articles negligently made 2:37,
247
Missouri Annotations to Restatement
of Torts
2:28
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1936, relative to:
2:467-483
fraud
2:482
libel
2:481
negligence:
burden of proof
2:480
causation
2:477
defenses in negligence cases 2:479
host-guest relationship
2:473
humanitarian doctrine
2:480
imputed negligence
2:475
lessors of land, duty of
2:472
possessors of land, duty of 2:467
res ipsa loquitor
2:475
suppliers of chattels, duty of 2:473
transferors of land or chattels, real
or personal, duty of
2:471
violation of statutory duty
2:474
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:420-435
assault and battery
3:434
fraud and deceit
3:434
libel and slander
3:435
malicious prosecution
3:435
negligence:
breach of duty established through
violation of statute or ordinance
3:428
burden of proof
3:433
causation
3:430
defenses in negligence cases 3:432
imputed negligence
3:429
municipal corporations, duties of
3:425
possessors of land, duties of 3:421
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res ipsa loquitor
3:429
supplier of chattel, 'duties of 3:425
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:437-449
negligence:
breach of duty through violation
of statute or ordinance 4:442
burden of proof
4:448
causation
4:445
defenses in negligence cases 4:445
duties of persons in certain relations
4:438
humanitarian doctrine
4:448
imputed negligence
4:444
res ipsa loquitor
4:443
fraud
4:448
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:467-489
assault and battery
5:488
false imprisonment
5:489
malicious prosecution
5:489
negligence
5:467
breach of duty established through
violation of statute
5:483
burden of proof
5:487
causation
5:485
defenses in negligence cases 5:485
duties of person in certain situations:
5:467
lessors
5:480
municipal corporations
5:481
possessor of land
5:467
supplier of chattel
5:482
humanitarian doctrine
5:487
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:485-495
automobiles and negligence
6:487
causation
6:491
defenses in negligence cases
6:492
imputed negligence
6:491
libel and slander
6:494
possessors of land and negligence
6:485
railroads and negligence
6:487
res ipsa loquitor
6:490
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941 relative to:
7:425-443
automobiles
7:431
burden of proof
7:441
causation
7:439
defenses in negligence cases 7:440
duties of possessors of land 7:426
duties of supplier of chattel
7:435
false imprisonment
7:442
imputed negligence
7:437
libel
7:443
municipal corporations
7:432
railroads
7:432
res ipsa loquitor
7:436
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942 relative to:
8:291-306
automobiles
8:291
burden of proof
8:303
defense in negligence cases
8:302
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8:305
libel
8:291
negligence
8:298
physicians and surgeons
8:296
railroads
8:299
res ipsa loquitor
8:304
right of privacy
8:297
supplier of chattel
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
9:341-354
1943 relative to:
9:353
burden of proof
9:351
causation
9:352
defenses in negligence cases
employer-employee relationship 9:347
9:346
municipal corporations
9:341
negligence
9:341
possessors of land
9:345
railroads
9:350
res ipsa loquitor
9:349
supplier of chattel
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
10:282-298
1944 relative to:
10:297
burden of proof
defenses in negligence cases 10:294
10:292
imputed negligence
10:287
municipal corporations
10:282
possessors of land
10:284
railroads
10:290
res ipsa loquitor
10:289
suppliers of a chattel
Nuisance:
1:199
continuing nuisance
Physical consequences resulting from
emotional disturbances, liability for
2:36, 67, 251
9:102
Physician and surgeon
Probable cause in malicious prosecution inferred from conviction re4:225
versed on appeal
Procedural effect of res ipsa loquitor
3:173
Proximate cause-causation in fact differentiated from legal causation
6:124
6:228
Publication of libel
Ratification of servant's tortuous act
6:99
9:283
Res ipsa loquitor
2:43
Rescue of property
Retailer's liability for food sold in
2:370
sealed containers
6:233
Right of privacy
Right of privacy-limiting defense of
"public interest."
8:74
Rights of one spouse to sue other for
7:90
personal tort
Stopping automobile on highway with4:227
out lights at night
Subsequent injuries, liability for 2:44
5:343
The right of privacy
Tort claims against the state: 4:1-18
appropriations for the relief of in4:16
dividuals
assumption of liability by special leg4:12
islation

assumption of liability for specific
9:11
types of injuries
general provisions authorizing suit
4:3
general provisions for the administrative handling of tort claims
4:7
Tort liability of municipal corporations
3:275-298
in Missouri:
3:280
governmental functions
liability irrespective of nature of the
3:295
act
non-liability irrespective of nature
3:294
of the act
3:286
proprietary functions
statutory requirement of notice 3:296
Unemancipated minor suing another
unemancipated minor of the same
4:330
family
Violation of administrative order as
8:216
negligence per se
Where defendant's act concurs with
4:83
Act of God
Wholesaler's liability for food sold in
2:235
sealed containers
TRADE MARKS
See UNFAIR COMPETITION

Personal names as trade symbols:
3:93-119
greater efficacy of the injunction
against denominative use 3:113
names of notables as trade-marks
3:100
personal names as trade names 3:103
personal names usually may not be
3:94
trade marks
right to use one's own name and the
3:108
qualified injunction
trade name -dichotomy and the qual3:116
ified injunction
TRESPASSERS
See DAMAGES
Damages: measure of, in action against
2:115
underground trespasser
1:46
Duty owed by possessor of land
Duty owed by possessor of land to
2:39
infant trespassers
1:49
Duty owed to infant trespassers
TRIAL
See CRIMINAL LAW

By jury under Federal Rules 5:15, 18, 25
2:87
Charges on presumptions
Continuance, attorney in the legisla2:530
ture
Instructions:
1:208
failure to request
Libel and slander by broadcast of a:
4:219
1:365
Mistrial, prejudicial evidence:
necessity for motion to strike 1:365
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Motion for new trial in criminal case,
statement of ground of
1:175
Possession of recently stolen property
as evidence of guilt
4:71
Right to jury trial in petty offenses 3:63
Voluntary and involuntary nonsuits in
Missouri
5:131-163
TRUSTS
See EQUITY
Charitable trusts:
bequest directly to charitable fund
as creating
1:368
Constructive
1:224, 228, 235
Deposit of trust funds by.trustee 4:332
Duration of
5:361
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1936, relative to:
2:483-489
express trusts:
court ordering action not provided
for by trust agreement 2:483
following trust property
2:486
powers of trustee
2:485
implied trusts:
resulting trusts
2:487
constructive trusts
2:489
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1937 relative to:
3:436-438
constructive trusts
3:437
creation
3:436
resulting trusts
3:437
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1938 relative to:
4:450-454
implied trusts
4:450
liabilities on trustees' bonds
4:453
removal of trustees
4:451
right of action by beneficiary 4:452
right to follow trust property or
proceeds
4:452
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1939 relative to:
5:490-494
express trusts:
5:490
action against trustee
5:492
appointment and removal of trustee
5:490
legality of no-contest clause 5:492
implied trusts-sufficiency of proof
5:494
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1940 relative to:
6:495-499
constructive trusts
6:499
express trusts
6:495
resulting trusts
6:496
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1941 relative to:
7:444-446
constructive trusts
7:445
express trusts
7:444
resulting trusts
7:445
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1942 relative to:
8:307-312
constructive trusts
8:309
express trusts
8:307
resulting trusts
8:311
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1943 relative to:
9:355-357
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constructive trusts
9:356
creation
9:355
implied trusts
9:356
investment of trust funds
9:355
resulting trusts
9:356
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
1944 relative to:
10:298-302
express trusts
10:298
implied trusts
10:299
constructive
10:299
resulting
10:300
Purchase-money resulting trusts in
Missouri
6:354
Restatement of
1:228
Sustaining an imperfect gift as a trust
7:81
Trustee, breach of duty
1:230
TRUSTS RECEIPTS
Trust receipts in Missouri

7:302

UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF
LAW
See ATTORNEYS
UNEMANCIPATED MINOR
Suing another unemancipated minor of
the same family

4:330

UNFAIR COMPETITION
See FAIR TRADE AcTs; TRADE MARKS
Basic concepts of
1:299, 300
Origin of:
1:21
history and development of 1:301, 302
Scope of non-statutory unfair competition
1:23
judicial determination of
1:306
Static and dynamic concepts of the law
of
1:299
Statutory unfair competition:
1:20
statutes against unfair competition,
principles of construction of 1:29
patent laws
1:309
copyright laws
1:310
statutes defining unfair competition,
effect on judicial determination
of scope of unfair competition
1:306, 309, 310

UNJUST ENRICHMENT
See QUAsI-CONTRAcT; RESTATEMENT
OF THE LAW
As basis for action against underground
trespasser
2:115

VENDOR AND PURCHASER
Risk of loss as between:
4:290
WILLS
See EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS
Ademption of bequest of interest in a
business by change in the business
structure
3:81
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CUMULATIVE INDEX
Bequest directly to charitable fund as
1:368
creating charitable trust
3:83
Conditional wills
Contracts not to revoke joint and mu4:93
tual wills
Costs and aatorney's fees in a will con3:330
test
Cumulative or substitutional legacies
3.328
Expectancy: possibility of transfer of
2:215
1:119
Future interests in chattels
Impeachment of:
by showing religious belief of 1:90
by showing reputation for general
1:181
moral character
Intention of attesting witnesses 2:532
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
2:490-503
1936 relative to:
administration and the rights of heirs
2:497
2:495
construction of wills
probate and contest of wills 2:490
survival and revival of action 2:503
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
3:439-450
1937 relative to:
3:447
administration of estates
3:442
construction of
3:439
contest of
3:446
contracts to devise
devices to avoid administration 3:447
election by the surviving spouse 3:444
survival and revival of actions 3:449
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
4:454-462
1938 relative to:
4:461
administration of estates
4:456
construction of wills
4:455
contest of wills
4:461
rights of family and heirs
Probate proceedings in several jurisdictions: effect of, on validity of
3:467
the will
WILLS AND ADMINISTRATION
Brief history of English testamentary
8:107-128
jurisdiction
9:274
Claims, establishment of
Claims, payment by representative
9:274
Construction of "children" to include
5:259
adopted children
Construction of "children" to include
5:98
illegitimates
Dependent relative revocation-partial
5:123
invalidity of codicil
Judicial tests for mental incompetency
6:152
in relation to wills:
6:157
a differential standard
an inarticulate behavioristic standard
6:160
Mention of specific articles in residuary
6:235
clause
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
5:494-504
1939 relative to:

construction of wills
5:496
5:496
contest of wills
homestead and right of surviving
5:500
spouse
5:504
miscellaneous
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
6:499-506
1940 relative to:
6:504
administration
6:500
construction of wills
6:501
contest of wills
6:505
miscellaneous
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
7:446-456
1941 relative to:
7:456
construction
7:455
contest
7:447
descent and distribution
7:448
probate and administration
7:447
tenancies by entirities
Missouri ,Supreme Court decisions in
8:312-323
1942 relative to:
8:314
construction
8:313
contests
executors and administrators 8:318
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
9:357-373
1943 relative to:
claims and expenses of administra9:361
tion
9:368
construction of wills
9:364
election
9:366
lapse and abatement
9:358
probate and contest
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
10:302-305
1944 relative to:
election by widows and widowers
10:304
10:303
construction
10:302
probate
10:304
procedure
Presumption of undue influence and
7:188
burden of proof
Two phases of the law of military test8:59
aments
WITNESSES
See EVIDENCE; FEDERAL CRIMINAL PROCEDURE; PROPOSED CODE OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE FOR MISSOURI

Failure to call, inference from 1:91-95
Impeachment of:
by showing religious belief of 1:90
by showing reputation for general
1:181
moral character
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
2:446, 453
1936 concerning
8:68
Payment of contingent fee
Proposed limitations on privilege
2:78
against self-incrimination
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
See ADMINISTRATIVE LAW; CONFLICT
OF LAWS
Application of a workmen's compen-

sation act to an injury received
4:203
outside the state
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MISSOURI LAW REVIEW
Conflict of laws

9:287

Missouri Supreme Court decisions in

1936 relative to:
2:406, 505
construction of Workman's Compen2:508
sation Act
2:511
evidence
jurisdiction as affected by place of
2:511
accident
jurisdiction, limited, of supreme
court to hear compensation cases
2:505
jurisdiction of Workman's Compen2:409
sation Commission
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
3:450-456
1937 relative to:
3:450
jurisdiction
3:455
occupational disease
3:451
particular cases
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
4:462-465
1938 relative to:
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
5:504-510
1939 relative to:
5:506
jurisdiction
5:509
miscellaneous
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pleadings
5:508
5:504
who is an employee
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
6:507-511
1940 relative to:
6:507
definitions
6:509
jurisdiction
6:510
miscellaneous
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
7:456-461
1941 relative to:
7:459, 460
accidental injury
7:457
conflict of laws
7:461
injury outside employment
jurisdiction of supreme court 7:457
7:459
occupational disease
service on foreign corporations 7:458
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
8:323
1942 relative to:
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
9:373-377
1943 relative to:
Missouri Supreme Court decisions in
10:305-311
1944 relative to:
10:307
jurisdiction
10:305
occupational disease
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